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Foilsitear `Teangeolas' dha uair sa
bhliain. Ta si ar fail saor in aisce 6:

ITE
(Institiaid Teangeolafochta Eireann),
31, Plas Mhic Liam,
Baile Atha Cliath 2.

Is 6 cuspoir riahirise colas a
scaipeadh ar shaothar ITE agus ailt
a sholathar ar ghndithe 6agsdla den
teangeolaiocht fheidhmeach agus ar
fhoghlaim agus ar theagasc
beothcangacha.

Eagartheir: fosold NI Dhcirg (ITE)
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`Teangeolas' is published twice a
year. It is available free from:

ITE
(Linguistics Institute of Ireland),
31, Fitzwilliam Place,
Dublin 2.

The aim of the journal is to
disseminate information on the
work of ITE and to publish articles
on different aspects of applied
linguistics and on the learning and
teaching of living languages.

Editor: tosold 6 Dcirg (ITE)



Cfirsaf na hInstitioide

(Tagraionn na huimhreacha do thionscadail sa Ph lean
Forbartha 1988-92)

Sheol Breandgn 6 Crainin, priomh-chigire sa Roinn Oid-
eachais, Paipaar Ocaide 7, 'Teaching Irish in the schools:
towards a language policy for 1992', le hEoghan Mac Aogain
in ITE ar 4 Aibrean, 1990. Is bard ata ann sintdis ar thorthai
taighde ata ar sidl in ITE le tamall. Plaitear na sonrai seo i
gcomhtheacs 1992 agus nochtar tuairimi i dtaobh na bpola-
saithe teanga is fearr a fheilfeas do riachtanais na tire san am
ata romhainn.

Feile na dTeangacha

Is edits mh6r dthais d'ITE a fhagairt gur tionscnaiodh F6ile na
dTeangacha faoi phatrdnacht Bhanc na hEireann. Seoladh an
Fhaile ar an 11-12 Bealtaine sa Riverside Centre, Ca Sir John
Rogerson, BAC 2. Osclaiodh an Fhaile D6 hAoine, 11 Beal-
taine, agus leanadh lai an la dar gcionn nuair a chuir daoine aga
6 scoileannaroghnaithe idir imeachtai staitse agus taispeantais
in iliomad teangacha i ldthair an phobail.

Tosaidh an Fhaile fain sna scoileanna ag tds na scoilbhliana
seo chugainn agus is ar bhonn comortais a redchtalfar i, idir
imeachtai arddin, chomartais neamhardain agus diospaireachtai.
Tathar ag sun go n- eagrdfar Lana dTeangacha sna scoileanna
i gcaoi go mbeidh an oiread daltai agus is faidir pairteach san
Fhaile go haitidil. Ansin roghn6far imeachtai ar leith ar
ardchaighdean don Fhaile Naishinta a bheidh ar sitil i mBaile
Atha Cliath dos faide anonn sa scoilbhliain. Direofar an
Fhaile ar na scoileanna dara leibheil ar dtds ach leathnafar
amach chuig gach leibheal den charas oideachais amach anseo
1.

Is I priomhaidhm na F6ile na teangacha a chur chun cinn i
measc aos ag na tire ar bhonn taitneamhach, ciallmhar, agus
comhthuiscint agus comhoibrid a chothd idir na naisitiin. TA
lan-tacaiocht geallta ag na hambasaidi, ag na forais chultdrtha
agus ag cumainn na mdinteoiri teanga don Fhaile. Chuidigh
siad go mar le hITE le dhd bliain anuas agus an plean seo
dhreachtd. Taimid go mar faoi chomaoin acu (Id rdir.

Is iad teangacha na Rile go dti seo Fraincis, Gaeilge, Gearmainis,
Iodailis, Rdisis, Seapainis, Spainnis, agus Teanga Chomharth-
aiochta na mBodhar. Bronn far duaiseanna ma catagairi aagsdla
a chuirfidh le forbairt scileanna teanga na mbuaiteoiri. Beidh
duaiscanna speisialta le gn6thti ag 6gtheangeolaithe sarmhaithe
i ngach aoisghrtipa.

Is cinnte go mbeidh r61 ag gach &me faoi bhrat na Faile, p6 acu
mielainn, mdinteoiri n6 tuismitheoiri iad, fostoiri no fostaithe,
aonteangaigh n6 ilteangaigh. Bigi Linn!

Tuilleadh eolais 6 Ghrainne Ni Ldbaigh, eagrai na Faile, toil.
(01)765489.

Institute Matters

(The numbers refer to projects in the Development Plan
1988-92)

Breandan 6 Crainin, chief inspector in the Department of
Education, launched Occasional Paper 7, 'Teaching Irish in
the schools: towards a language policy for 1992', by Eoghan
Mac Aogain in ITE on 4th April, 1990. The new publication
consists of a synthesis of data resulting from research carried
out in ITE for some time past. The data are discussed in the
context of 1992 and some views are expressed respecting the
language policies best suited to the country's requirements in
coming times.

The Festival of Languages

ITE is pleased to announce that it has launched a Festival of
Languages under the sponsorship of the Bank of Ireland. The
Festival was launched on the 1 lth-12th May in the Riverside
Centre, Sir John Rogerson's Quay, Dublin 2. It opened on
Friday evening (11th), continuing the following day, when
young people from a selection of schools presented both stage
events and exhibition work to their audience in a variety of
languages.

The Festival proper will begin early in the next school year and
will be organised on a competitive basis comprising stage
events, non-stage competitions and debates. It is hoped that
schools will organise Language Days so as to encourage the
participation of as many pupils as possible on a local basis.
Presentations achieving a high standard will be chosen for par-
ticipation in the national Festival of Languages which will take
place in Dublin -tater on in the school year. In the beginning,
the Festival will concern itself primarily with second-level
schools, but it is hoped to extend it ultimately to all levels of the
educational system.

The main aims of the Festival are to promote languages in an
enjoyable and meaningful setting among the young, and to
nurture mutual understanding and cooperation between na-
tions. Full support has been promised by the embassies,
cultural institutes and language teachers' associations. Their
assistance in developing the project with ITE over the past two
years is much appreciated.

French, German, Irish, Italian, Japanese, Russian and the Sign
Language of the Deaf are the languages of the Festival to date.
It is intended that prizes aimed at developing the students'
language skills will be awarded in the various categories.
Special prizes will be presented to exceptional young linguists
in different age-groups.

There is no doubt but that all will have a role to play in the
Festival, be they students, teachers or parents, employers or
employees, monolinguists or multilinguists. Join us!

Further information from Grainne Ni Ltibaigh, festival organ-
iser, tel. (01)765489.
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Socheolaiocht Teanga

1.3 Miami agus athrii teanga sa Ghaeltacht. Ta fail anois ar
thuairisc ar athruithe idir scoileanna ar dhaileadh na ndeontas
£10 sa Ghaeltacht. TA staidear Chorca Dhuibhne a reiteach
anois don chldddir.

1.4 Saintreithe cainteoirl Gaeilge. TA an dreacht deiridh de
staidear ar dhaileadh reigitinda agus soisialta na gcainteoiri
Gaeilge in Daonaireamh na hEireann 1981 a ullmhii faoi
lathair.

I dteannta na staidear thuas ar chuid dhflis de Ph lean Forbartha
ITE 1988-92 iad, to an ranneg gafa le tionscadail eile. Ta an
chead cheann idir lamha 6 lar 1989: bailid Abhar le haghaidh
scrtidd ar phatrdin foghlama an dara teanga sa CE agus ar a
n-impleachtaf agus impleachtaf polasaithe an CE d'Eirinn.
Leadh paipezr ar an Abhar seo ag cruinnid in Frankfurt anuraidh
agus gheofar alt gearr faoi san eagran seo de Teangeolas.

Choimisidnaigh Bord na Gaeilge an rann6g chun tuarascail a
sholathar faoi dheireadh Aibreain, 1990, i dtaobh na sonraf
agus an taighde is gá chun cdras cuimsitheach monateireachta
ar pholasaf teanga a leagan amach.

Tugadh cuireadh do Phadraig 6 Riagain paipear a leamh ag
comhdhail idirnaisidnia ar athbheochan teanga a thiondlfar in
Iardsaildim i mf Dheireadh Fomhair mar chom6radh ar chdad
bliain ttis re na Nua-abhraise.

Teangeolaiocht Struchturtha

1.1a Gaeilge Chorca Dhuibhne. 1 .1b Suirbhe nanzBunmhain-
teoirt. TA na drdachtanna deiridh a bhaineann leis an (IA
thionscadal thuas reidh. TA an dreacht a bhaineann le 1.1a
curtha i dtreo na gcleddirl. Beidh suirbhe 1.1b reidh le foilsid
faoi mhi Mheithimh. Is i Institidid Ardleinn BAC a fhoilseos
saothar 1.1a, ach is i ITE a fhoilseos an tuairisc ar 1.1b.

TA se i gceist ach an dA shaothar a bheith foilsithe leabhrain
ghairide phraiticitila a fhoilsiti ina mbeidh cur slips ar na
difriochtal is suntasaf idir an caighdean oifigidil agus na
beochandintl. Deanfar tri leabhran, ceann ag freagairt do gach
cantlint. Don ghnathleitheoir iad na leabhrain seo agus ni
bheidh siad retheicnidil.

1.2a Urchtirsa Gaeilge. TA athscrfobh iomlan nach m6r
deanta ar abhar an Urchtirsa agus to an obair le pie ag seiminear
i mf na Bealtaine. Deanfar na hathruithe deireanacha ansin
agus cuirfear an leabhar i gc16. Nf bheidh ach dha ;.eabhar san
eagran nua. TA still an t-iomlan a fhoilsiii roimh dheireadh an
fh6mhair.

1.2e Casa speisialta don aos fasta: 11. BunGhaeilge do
thuismitheoirt TA an leagan leasaithe foilsithe le tamall anuas.
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Sociology of Language

1.3 Language maintenance and language change in the
Gaeltacht. The study on inter-school variation in awards of the
£10 grant in the Gaeltacht has been published. The Corca
Dhuibhne study is now being prepared for publication.

1.4 Characteristics of Irish speakers. A final draft of a study
of the regional and social distribution of Irish speakers in the
Census of Population 1981 is being prepared.

In addition to these research studies, which are included as part
of l'TE' s Development Plan 1988-92, the division has be ome
involved in some other assignments. The first of these has been
in progress since mid-1989. The division has been assembling
material for an examination of the current patterns of second
language teaching within the EC and the policy implications of
these patterns and EC policy for Ireland. A paper on this topic
was presented at a conference in Frankfurt last year and a short
paper on the same topic is also included elsewhere in this issue
of Teangeolas.

The division has been commissioned by Bord na Gaeilge to
prepare a report on the data and research required to set up a
comprehensive monitoring system on language policy. The
report is to be completed by the end of April 1990.

Padraig b Riagain has been invited to deliver one of the
plenary papers at the forthcoming international conference on
language revival in Jerusalem in October. The conference will
commemorate the centenary of the modern phase of Hebrew.

Structural Linguistics

1.1a The Irish of West Kerry. 1.1b The primary teacher
survey. The final versions of these two projects have been
completed. 1.1a, which is with the printer, will be published by
the Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies. The survey will be
ready for publication in June by ITE.

Following publication of these items, it is hoped to produce a
series of short, practical booklets describing the main differ-
ences between the official standard and the living dialects.
One booklet will be devoted to each dialect. The booklets will
not be too technical, as they are intended for the general reader.

1.2a Urchtirsa Gaeilge. The course content has been almost
entirely rewritten and the revised version will be discussed at
a seminar in May. Final alterations will then be made and the
book sent to the printer. The new edition will contain two
books instead of three, as in the original version. The course
will be published by the end of next autumn.

1.2e Special course for adults: II. Basic Irish for parents.
The revised edition was published some time ago.



2b Teanga chomharthatochta na mbodhar in Eirinn. Ta main-
teoir de chuid na mbodhar ag obair ar anailfs a dhdanamh ar na
ffst6ipeanna eiseamlaireacha a rinneadh don tionscadal seo.
Bhf roinnt seitninear againn tamall 6 shin a chuidigh go mor
dltis a chur leis an obair thras-scrfofa.

Rinne Danall P. 6 Baoill eagarthoireacht ar Teanga 10 a
foilsfodh i mf !Altana, 1990, agus to se ina eagarthdir teang-
eolafochta ar Ar Aghaidh Linn - carsa Gaeilge do na Gardaf a
bhfuil athscrfobh a dhdanamh air faoi lathair. Chomh maith
leis sin, to s6 pairteach i gcursa Gaeilge ata a scrfobh faoi
choimirce Choiste Gairmoideachais BAC. Is ctirsa 6 seo ata
dirithe ar phaistf laga sna hiarbhunscoileanna.

Ta eagarth6ireacht a deanamh ar na ldachtaf agus ar an
dfospoireacht a rinneadh ar Larchanaint don Ghaeilge ag
seiminear a tion6ladh i mf na Samhna, 1988. Foilseofariad ag
ttis an tsamhraidh.

TA dul chun cinn maith d6anta ag Diarmaid 6 S6 ar an eagran
nua de Teach Yourself Irish ata a scrfobh aige. Foilseofar an
t-eagran nua an bhliain seo chugainn.

Bhf an rani* pairteach in eagrd seiminedir ar chdras Writhe
na Gaeilge - laigf agus buanna. Is cemhsheiminear idir ITE
agus Bord na Gaeilge a bhf ann. Tion6ladh ar 46/5d Bealtaine,
1990, in Aras Bhord na Gaeilge 6 agus bhf lucht oideachais
agus teangeolaithe pairteach ann.

Sictheangeolaiocht

Sceim phtolotach i dteagasc na Gaeil ge: ITE agus Aonad
Curaclaim na Roinne Oideachais.

Tathar i mbun anailfse ar shonraf a d'eascair as grinnstaidoar a
rinneadh i gcomhar leis na cigirf bunscoile ar theagasc na
Gaeilge labhartha i scdr scoil i mBealtaine/Meitheamh 1989.
Chomh fada agus ab'fh6idir, roghnafodh ranganna a leirigh
raon iomlan na ndalaf sdisialta, oideachastila agus teanga ina
mbfonn an Ghaeilge a teagasc sna gnathbhunscoileanna faoi
lathair. Bailfodh go leor sonraf a d'eascair as dfrbhreithniti
c6rasach sa rang, as ceistneoirf a chomhlanaigh tuismitheoirf,
daltaf agus na hoidi agus as trialacha teanga agus cumais ar na
daltaf. Beidh fail ar thuairisc ar dhearcadh na dtuismitheoirf
roimh an samhradh. Eiseofar reamhthuarascalacha ar ghnCithe
eile den taighde de reir mar a chrfochn6far anailis na mfreanna
6ags6la den taighde. Tabharfar +as cite do na sonraf a bhain-
eann le dfrbhreithniti.

2.1 Reamhinsint ar chumas labhartha na Gaeilge.

Rinneadh anailfs ar na coibhais idir athroga teanga agus
teagaisc, athroga daltaf aonair agus cumas labhartha na Gaeilge,
bunaithe ar sonraf a bailfodh i 1985. Dfrfodh aird ar leith ar
chomparaid idir gnothachtail daltaf ardchumais agus daltaf
lagchumais a maintear m6id airithe abhar as Gaeilge d6ibh i
ngnathscoileanna, chomh maith le scoileanna Ian- Ghaeilge
agus scoileanna Gaeltachta. Eiseofar tuairisc air seo i mf
Bealtaine.

2b The sign language of the deaf in Ireland. A teacher of the
deaf is engaged on analysis of the sample videos which were
made for the project. A series of seminars was held some time
ago which greatly facilitated the task of transcription.

Donall P. 6 Baoill edited Teanga 10, which was published in
March, 1990. He is also linguistic editor of Ar Aghaidh Linn,
an Irish course for the Gardaf, which is at present in course of
revision. He is also participating in writing an Irish course
under the auspices of Dublin City Vocational Education
Committee. The course is intended for weaker pupils in post-
primary schools.

The lectures and discussion arising from the seminar, Larchandint
don Ghaeilge (a core dialect for Irish), held in November 1988,
are being edited at pi esent. They are due to be published in the
early summer.

Preparation by Diarmaid 6 S6 of a new edition of Teach
Yourself Irish is advancing satisfactorily. Publication is ex-
pected next year.

The department participated in a seminar on the Irish spelling
system - weaknesses and strengths. Organised jointly by ITE
and Bord na Gaeilge, the seminar was held on 4th/5th May,
1990, in Bord na Gaeilge and was attended by educationalists
and linguists.

Psycholinguistics

Pilot scheme for the teaching of Irish: ITE ana the Curriculum
Unit of the Department of Education.

Analysis of data from an indepth study of the teaching of
spoken Irish in twenty schools, carried out in association with
the primary inspectorate in May/June 1989, is in progress. The
classes were selected to represent as nearly as possible the full
range of social, linguistic and educational circumstances in
which Irish is taught in ordinary primary schools at present. A
wide range of data was collected on the basis of systematic
classroom observation, parent, pupil and teacher question-
naires, as well as ability and linguistic tests administered to
pupils. It is hoped to publish an account of parents' views
before the summer. Preliminary reports on other aspects of the
research will be published as the relevant analyses are com-
pleted, with priority being given to the direct-observation data.

2.1 Prediction of achievement in spoken Irish.

An analysis of the relationship between a range of linguistic,
teaching and individual pupil variables and proficiency in
spoken Irish was carried out using data collected in 1985.
Particular attention was given to a comparison of the achieve-
ment in spoken Irish of pupils of higher and lower academic
ability who receive some Irish medium instruction in ordinary
schools, or who attend all-Irish or Gaeltacht schools. A paper
reporting this work will be Available in May.
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Ar na tionscadail Bile ata bainteach le teagasc na Gaeilge a
rinneadh d'eagrais lasmuigh bhf (a) ullmhd sufomhphaipeir ar
mheasdnd scdim oideachais agus (b) rditeach ceistneora do
phrfomhoidf.

Ta sainuimhir de Language, Culture and Curriculum dar
teideal 'Evaluation of second-language programmes: process
and product' a cur in eagar ag John Harris. Gheofar ailt inti a
scrfobh saineolaithe a bhfuil cail idimaishinta gn6thaithe acu
sa rdimse seo. Foilseofar nfos faide anonn sa bhliain i.

Nuatheangacha

Foilseofar eagran leasaithe de Salut! 1 sa samhradh. Ta
athruithe teicridla a bhaineann le scnidii an Teastais ShOis-
earaigh san aireamh sa chdrsa nua mar aon le habhar trialacha
iomchuf do na mdinteoirf.

1.1 An Ghearmainis do dhaltaf saisir. Ta leabluan an mhdin-
teora a ghabhann le Wie geht' s 2 ag an gcl6doir.

1.3 Abhair bhreise mdinteoireachta don Fhraincis agus don
Ghearmdinis Ta abhair bhreise do dhaltaf sinsir idir lamha.
Dfreoidh siad ar fhorbairt scileanna disteachta agus labhartha
do bhealtriail na hArdteiste.

2.4 Greasain idirsroileanna. Chrfochnaigh brainse na hEir-
eann den Reseau Video Correspondance sraith ceardlann do
mlulinteoirf na ndaltai a bhaineann leas as liveacha ffsteipe'
le teagmhail le scoileanna sa Fhrainc. Leas6'.'ar an elk' agus
leanfar leis an bhliain seo chugainn.

2.5 Cldr na Spainnise. Cuireadh leis na habhair disteachta
agus beidh fail ar m6id &tithe modill go luath sa scoilbhliain
seo chugainn.

Foilsfodh The Language Teacher /An Mainteoir Teanga, iml.
2, uimh. 2. Foilseofar iml. 3, uimh 1 i MI Bealtaine.

Ta c Ursa in se irbh fse do mh u inteo irfFrai nc i se Cho is te Gairmoi-
deachais BAC a eagrti. Ta abhair teagaisc i

gcomhar le hAonad Forbartha Curaclam Cholaiste na Trfon6ide
agus leis an gCoiste Gairmoideachais do dhaltaf de chuid an
iloiste a thabharfaidh faoin nGaeilge i scrddd an Teastais
ShC isearaigh.

Tosafodh ar obair thrialach ar mheasiind agus ar dheimhnid
cumais an aosfhoghlaimeora teanga.

.e
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Work on the teaching of Irish carried out for outside bodies
includes (a) the preparation of a position paper on programme
evaluation and (b) the development of a questionnaire for
school principals.

A special issue of Language, Culture and Curriculum entitled
'Evaluation of second-language programmes: process and
product' is being edited by John Harris. The issue will appear
later in the yea-,.. It includes contributions from a number of
internationally recognised experts in this area.

Modern Languages

The revised edition of Salut! 1 will be published during the
summer. The new course takes account of technical adjust-
ments for the forthcoming Junior Certificate examination and
provides teachers with appropriate test material.

1.1 German for the junir- cycle. The teacher's notes for Wic
gent's 2 are in press.

1.3 Supplementary teaching materials for French and Ger-
man. The materials for senior cycle pupils are in preparation.
The main focus is on developing students' listening and
speaking skills, with particular reference to the oral examina-
tion at Leaving Certificate.

2.4 Inter-school networks. The Irish branch of the Reseau
Video Correspondance has completed a series of workshops
for teachers whose pupils are now corresponding with schools
in France by means of 'video-letters'. The programme will be
continued and developed further next year.

2.5 The Spanish programme. Supplementary listening mat-
erials for senior cycle are in preparation and a number of
modules will be available early in the coming school year.

The Language Teacher /An Mdinteoir Teanga, vol. 2, no. 2 has
been published. Vol. 3, no. I will appear in May.

Inservice training is being provided for teachers of French in
Dublin City V.E.C. schools. In a collaborative undertaking
with the Curriculum Development Unit (T.C.D.) and Dublin
City Vocational Education Committee, materials are being
developed to meet the needs of pupils preparing for the new
Junior Certificate examination in Irish in Dublin City V.E.C.
schools.

Experimental work in assessment and certification for adult
foreign language learning has commenced.

7



Cannel NI Mhuircheartaigh

D'fhag Carmel Ni Mhuircheartaigh, rung ITE, slan againn i
mf Marta chun dul le hord rialta.

I 1968 a thainig si ar iasacht 6n Roinn Oideachais ar dttis chun

cabhni leis an Athair Colman6 Huallachain,O.F.M, sa Teang-
lann i Rinn,Mhic Gormain, as ar eascair Institi6id Teang-
eolafochta Eireann ina dhiaidh sin. Nuair a d'aistrigh an
tAthair Colman go dtf an ardchathair, chuaigh Cannel i mbun

riaradh an fhorais nua. Chomhlion si na dualgais iomaddla a

ghabhann le riarachan, agus go deimhin dualgais cile gan

aireamh anseo nar bhain ach go hindfreach lena cost, go
h6ifeachtach, cneasta, criochndil, tuisceanach. Agus bhfodh si

suairc soilbhir i gconaf i mbun oibre di.

Chuir si comaoin mh6r ni hamhain ar an fhoireann ach ar an

gctligear stiarthdirf a chaith seal i mbun ITE 6 bunafodh i. NI

haibhdil a ri go mba f crof agus snatb uama ITE 1. Aireoidh

muid uainn go m6r 1.

Cumhdach D6 uirthi sa ghairm uasal ata roghnaithe aici.

Carmel Ni Mhuircheartaigh

Cannel NI Mhuircheartaigh, secretary of ITE, bade us farewell

in March to enter a religious order.

It was in 1968 that she was first seconded by the Department of

Education to assist Father Colman 6 Huallachain, O.F.M., in

the Language Laboratory set up in Gormanston, later to be-

come Institi6id Teangeolafochta Eireann. When Father Colman

moved to Dublin, Carmel took over the administration of the

new institute. She carried out her many and varied administra-

tive duties with a high degree of efficiency, openness, thor-

oughness and understanding. Many other tasks only margin-

ally connected with the responsibilities of her post she also
discharged cheerfully as was her wont.

Not only the staff, but also those - five in all - who served at

various times as directors of 1TE aregreatly beholden to her for

her co-operation ant service over the years. It is no exaggera-

tion to say that she was indeed theheart of ITE and the thread

which bound its constituent parts together. She will be greatly

missed.

Our best wishes go with her in her new life.
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LANGUAGES AND LANGUAGE POLICY
IN IRELAND

'Nous avons besoin de mobiliser sous les moyens europeens
pour defendre noire identite culturelle ... nos langues, nos
cultures europ6ennes sont en peril et la disparition d'une
langue, c'est la disparition d'un peuple.'

- Francois Mitterand
(Le Nouvel Observateur, 1290, 1989:25-6)

The above admirably reflects the preoccupations of major
European nations like France, but also, more acutely, those of
smaller countries like Ireland. For this reason, it has been
chosen to be 'en vedette' in this special issue of `Teangeolas',
which is devoted to the timely topic of languages and language
policy in Ireland.

The subject of a national language policy has barely been
tou ;hed upon in Ireland. Trne, the EC's Lingua programme is
mentioned in the media from time to time; strong opinions find
expression in the letter columns of the national press, while
industrialists and exporters appeal for better knowledge of
foreign languages among present and potential employees. In
all of this there is little new. What is new is the impetus now
being given to these manifestations by the awful or welcome
prospect - you may take your choice - of 1992.

Policies for languages have been the subject of debate in other
countries, both in Europe and outside of it. One of the most
impressive documents to emerge is 'Nacional policy on lan-
guages' (Australia, Commonwealth Department of Education,
1987), which explores questions relating to all the languages
spoken in Australia: English, aboriginal languages and other
languages, both in maintenance and new learning situations.
In Ireland too, relevant discussion papers have been issued by
the educational authorities on both sides of the border (Cur-
riculum and Examinations Board, 1985 & 1987; Department
of Education for Northern Ireland ,1988). To these and other
sources of information educational planners must have re-
course in seeking to lay the basis for a sound and realistic
policy for Ireland.

The trouble is that the language situation in Ireland is not quite
like that of any other country. English is, for historical reasons,
the language of the majority of the population, which groups us
with the USA, Australia and most of Canada, rather than the
other member states of the EC. Given that English is now
being promoted as never before in EC countries, the question
often raised is: why should native speakers of English learn
foreign languages, when opportunities for using them are
becoming ever rarer?

The advantages conferred by a knowledge of English are
generally recognised, not least by those who do not speak it, a
fact borne out by the phenomenal growth of the teaching of
English as a foreign language (TEFL), now an industry in its
own right in the USA, England and elsewhere. What is the
situ Aim in Ireland? How best can Irish teachers' role in the
TEFL industry be strengthened? Tom Doyle addresses this
question.
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Ireland differs from most English-speaking countries in that
she is bilingual, though, like the curate's egg, only in parts.
Irish, the heritage of all Irish people, has been spoken on the
island since time immemorial. Its literary traditions predate
the introduction of Christianity. How best to secure the future
of this unique language which has survived so many vicissi-
tudes and surmounted so many obstacles is the problem exer-
cising Irish minds today in the face of the pervasiveness of
English and the perceived need for more foreign languages. H.
6 Murchti contributes the views of an educationalist on this
topic.

The debate on foreign languages has already been initiated in
a wide-ranging discussion on the status of German in the last
issue of this journal (Sagarra, 1989) and, more recently, by
Mac Aogain (1990). It continues here with an account of EC
action to promote European languages by R.L. Davis, who also
discusses the problems of diversification in foreign language
teaching. The case for Russian and a review of its present
status and requirements is presented by S. Smyth and P.J.
O'Meara. R.M.O. Pritchard provides an overview of the
situation and status of Irish and other Europa. n languages in
the educational system of Northern Ireland.

While the educational system plays a key role in language
teaching and learning, economic and social factors also strongly
influence the orientation of language policies. P. 6 Riagain
and M. 6 Gliasain, who are engaged in regular monitoring of
the language situation both here and abroad, give readers the
benefit of their research and conclusions.

Defining a language policy is not an easy task because of the
educational, political, social, economic and geographical fac-
tors connected with it. We hope that the specialist contribu-
tions in this issue give some indication of what is involved and
provide food for thought to educational planners, teachers and
other interested parties.
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ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE -
PREPARING FOR 1992

Tom Doyle
Language Centre of Ireland

It is difficult to establish exact figures for EFL in Ireland. One
survey suggests that in 1986 approximately 30,000 students
visited Ireland to pursue courses of study (Student Organisers'
Association of Ireland, 1988). Jr £17 million was spent on
tuition. Language tuition and cultural programmes account for
the majority of this income.

Excluding carrier receipts, educational tourism generated Ir£50
million in income for the Irish economy. The market is
growing annually between 10 and 15%.

The majority of course visitors are teenagers in the 13 - 16 age
range. Ireland's success in EFL is based on:

The generally good quality of EFL teaching in Ireland;
The attractions of unique culture, music, literature and
history;
The beauty and relative safety of Ireland;
The warm acceptance by Irish people of overseas students.

The principle inhibiting factors have been:

Relatively high access costs;
Restricted availability and promotional funds and resources;
Too great a concentration on one aspect of the market.

Teaching English as a foreign language has, until recently,
been wholly the concern of private sector schools.

It is difficult to estimate the total number of such schools,
particularly those operating during the summer months alone,
as only a small proportion of schools are registered.

In 1989, there were 22 listed year round schools and 31 summer
schools. This represents a considerable increase in recognised
schools, particularly in schools outside Dublin.

The responsibility for registration and inspection rests with the
Advisory Council for English Language Schools. This body is
made up of representatives of Bord Fatite, the Department of
Education and the Department of Foreign Affairs.

Schools complete a questionnaire covering Leacher qualific-
ations, premises, courses, materials and welfare arrangements.
Schools applying for registration are inspected annually by
inspectors of the Department of Education. The formula
`recognised by the Department of Education as an English
Language School for the teaching of English as a foreign
language' is used.

Several of the longer established schools are members of the
Student Organisers' Association. Only a small proportion of
EFL schools operate from their own teaching facilities, with
the majority renting facilities from secondary schools or third
level colleges.

Teachers

Teachers of EFL in Ireland have no official status. The
majority work on temporary contracts during July and August.
However, the National Association of Teachers of English as
a Foreign Language, Ireland (NATEFLI) estimates that there
are between 130 and 150 teachers employed in recognised year
round EFL programmes. The majority of such teachers are
university graduates, usually from an arts background. The
majority have also taught overseas, in one or more countries.
An estimated 30% hold Higher Diplomas in Education or
similar qualifications. A further 10% hold Royal Society for
Arts Diploma or Certificate qualifications. The most fre-
quently quoted professional qualifications are the many in-
house certificates offered by EFL schools in Ireland. Such in-
house certificates vary considerably in methodology, content
and duration. Many such certificates may have no validity
beyond the institute in which they are issued.

There are currently no uniform entry standards to EFL and no
uniform system of training. There is no career structure.

The training capacity of Irish institutions offering internation-
ally accepted qualifications is currently very small. From
October 1989, University College, Dublin, will offer a college
certificate in Teaching English as a Foreign Language. This is
a postgraduate course of initial training taken part-time over
one academic year. There are up to 12 places.

Since 1980, the Language Centre of Ireland has held courses
for the Royal Society of Arts/University of Cambridge Local
Examinations Syndicate Diploma in EFL. This is a post
experience course run part-time over one academic year.
There are 15 places available on this course and, since 1981,
just under 100 candidates have taken this examination. In
1987, the same centre commenced courses for the RSA/
UCLES certificate in EFL. This 120 hour course for graduates
has 15 places.

The majority of trainees taking such courses do so with the
intention of teaching overseas. The total number of places on
such courses is insufficient to meet the demand for qualified
EFL teachers internationally.

The National Association of EFL teachers estimates that,
annually, some 1,000 undergo unrecognised courses in EFL at
institutions, private or public, throughout Ireland. Few of these
courses seek any basic standard of education; few provide any
form of teaching practice; and the average duration of such
courses is 35 hours or less. Nonetheless, a considerable
proportion of such people find employment in private sector
EFL schools overseas.

Many Irish graduates find overseas employment in this area
without undergoing any formal EFL training whatsoever.
However, the career opportunities for those who are under -
quaiified or unqualified are severely limited. Perhaps as a
consequence, the majority of teachers remain in the EFL sector
for between 1 and 5 years.
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Books and Materials

Ireland is not a producer of EFL books. audio-cassette, video
or computer based courses. A small amount of text book
materials has been produced for the domestic market. In 1988,
an EFL edition of 'Authentik' was launched from its Trinity
College base. The bulk of course ware is supplied by British
publishers and materials producers. On a European scale,
there is an increasing challenge to British publishers by Euro-
pean publishers supplying not only their own domestic market,
but also supplying export markets.

The size and diversity of the Irish market appears to militate
against the publication of specifically Irish based materials by
either domestic or international publishers.

It is estimated that EFL students spend £20 per student on
textbooks, dictionaries and other study aids. The international
market is estimated at £70,000,000 stg.

EFL Student Examinations

Annually, some 1,000 foreign students sit the UCLES First
Certificate of Proficiency examinations at the Dublin Open
Centre. Large numbers take Trinity College, London oral
examinations, Pitman, RSA CUEFL, LCC or TOEFL. There
are no Irish based examinations in this field. The Cambridge
Local Examinations Committee, for instance, serves a largely
administrative function, having no direct input into examina-
tion programmes or policy.

The status of many EFL examinations within Ireland is uncer-
tain. For example, some third level institutions require aspir-
ing would-be overseas students to take Leaving Certificate
English. Some require or accept a TOEFL score varying
between 500 and 600 points.

Future Demands or Trends

Globally, the demand for English training is increasing. The
worldwide market for EFL training is worth £6.25 billion a
year (Economist Intelligence Unit). It is predicted that the
market will grow by 10% per annum.

In the commercial sector, English for specific purposes is
buoyant. Language training now represents for many Euro-
pean companies the largest portion of their general training
budget. English is the principal beneficiary of such expendi-
ture. C6ras Trachtala have already carried out studies into the
potential of France or Spain in this area.

In the secondary school sector, the numbers studying English
are also increasing. Eighty-five percent of French students
now take English as their first foreign language, and a further
10% take it as their second.

Demographic change will affect trends in this sector. The EC
as a whole will see a 20% in under 25s by the mid 1990s,
though this will have less impact on the Southern European
market - from which Ireland draws most of its students, and
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where the market has yet to reach its full potential. But, even
in Northern Europe, fewer children per family may mean more
money per child. This suggests a move towards an increas-
ingly sophisticated demand for high quality EFL courses.

Summary

Ireland has a strong profile in the course visitors market,
especially holiday English for children and general English for
young adults. Courses are run by commercial private sector
schools and there is an absence of regulatory mechanisms.

Ireland is poorly positioned in the international market for EFL
teacher training. There is a small corpus of recognised courses
and a large body of unrecognised courses. Teacher supply is
largely unregulated in the market for EFL examinations and
EFL books produced in Ireland have no discernible presence.

1992

Does EFL have a place in Ireland's preparations for 1992?

Much of the change and growth within EFL has come about
because of 1992 and the implications for language of the Single
European Act

The Single European Market presents opportunities and chal-
lenges which we must meet if we are to benefit from it.
December 31st, 1992 is a target and not a starting date. By this
date, the provisions of the single European Act must be
translated into national law.

It is important that Ireland gives serious and urgent attention to
the teaching of foreign languages. Our seriousness in improv-
ing foreign language teaching, and learning languages our-
selves, will make the teaching of English more acceptable and
less culturally threatening to other Europeans.

Moreover, the framework for language action of the EC,
including the Lingua Programme, Erasmus and Comett, em-
phasises collaborative actions. We must be ready to assist
other EC states in their English teaching programmes.

Although the full implications of many EC programmes are, as
yet, unclear, let us examine how some EC proposals might
effect EFL.

Action 1 of Lingua has, as its object, the promotion of in-
sery ice training of foreign language teachers and instructors in
a member state, the language of which they teach. Clearly,
provisions must be made for Ireland to receive European
teachers of English. There are currently no teacher training
programmes designed to meet the needs of non-native speak-
ers in our universities and training colleges. The provision of
such places, the establishment of co-operative links and the
formulation of possible programmes require urgent considera-
tion. This is particularly the case for in-service courses for
language teachers at primary level, where much of the growth
within Europe will occur. But clearly, also, there is a need to
address local training needs. Currently, there are no clear
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standards of entry to EFL teaching in Ireland. Training is hap-
hazard or non existent. This is clearly an unsatisfactory state
of affairs, especially given the increased professionalism and
standardisation overseas. The current Irish situation makes it
difficult for Irish schools to draw from a pool of effectively
trained teachers, difficult for Irish trainees to match interna-
tionally perceived standards, and difficult for practising teach-
ers to feel real confidence in their basic training.

The new UCD certificate and the RSA certificate at the
Language Centre of Ireland are clearly designed to meet the
highest standards in initial training. Nevertheless, a clear
definition of basic training needs in EFL is urgently required.
Such a definition must address questions such as:

The number of training places required;
The duration of such training (many training courses are
too short);
How and where classroom practice is to be obtained;
Whether EFL training should be specialist or whether it
should be integrated/combined with more broadly based
teacher formation programmes, such as the Higher
Diploma in Education.

In the light of 1992, thought will have to be given to the place
of the non-native trainee teachers. Should initial training
courses train native and non-native side by side? Should
courses contain a language support element? The problem is
not only one of initial training, there is also a need for in-
service courses.

A full range of courses must be considered, ranging from
certificate of initial training, through post service diploma
courses, advanced specialist courses to master's programmes.

While some thought has been given to initial training, and
master's programmes are firmly established, only the RSA
Diploma currently meets the in-service needs of EFL teachers.
This is a one year course, covering the syllabus of the RSA, and
is intended for native speakers with a minimum of 2 year's full
time experience in EFt., teaching. There are 15 places avail-
able annually and, since 1980, some 100 teachers have taken
the Diploma examination at the Dublin Centre. The majority
of these teachers are now working overseas. While demand for
places on this course exceeds the number of places available,
enquiry to the Centre would clearly indicate a demand for
shorter in-service courses, particularly from Irish teachers of
EFL overseas returning to Ireland during the summer months.
Advanced specialist certificates in such areas as ESP, EAP
(English for Academic Purposes), materials design and CALL
are required to equip serving teachers better for their current
tasks and to prepare them for the professional demands of a
rapidly developing field.

There is also a need for in-service programmes for non-native
overseas English teachers and for teachers who are retraining
as English language specialists.

Such courses are likely to emerge over the coming years within
third level institutions. The interests of Irish EFL would not be

served were this to happen in an unplanned and haphazard way.
Ireland's pool of EFL teachers, trainers, course writers and
advisors is too small for unbridled competition between or
within its various sectors.

Section II of the Lingua Programme seeks to promote mobility
of students specialising in modern languages and of those who
are studying languages in parallel with another subject. Such
students will, initially at least, require linguistic support. T1-,
provision of pre-sessional courses, the development of EAP or
ESP courses, cultural courses and overseas student welfare
services clearly needs urgent consideration in this light. Notall
Irish third level colleges would claim in-depth experience in
such issues. It would, therefore, seem sensible that such
projects should be planned on a national basis rather than an
institution by institution basis, and it would further seem
sensible that such colleges should be able to draw on the
expertise of the existing EFL sector.

Section III of the Lingua Programme has obvious implications
for the Language Centre of Ireland. It is in this area that the
greatest qualitative and quantitative growth will perhaps come
for EFL in Ireland.

Learning a language for business or vocational purposes is
entirely different from learning it to pass a school examination.
Working adults need to learn in smaller groups, they need a
different relationship with the teachers and, of course, they
need totally different materials from those used for young
learners.

Section III (b) of Lingua proposes support for the development
of teaching materials adapted to the specific needs of each
branch of economic life. Compared to the dearth of materials
for adults in other modern languages, English is relatively well
served. But, in most cases, sp.xialist courses require specialist
materials, although university MA programmes provide ex-
pertise in materials of course design. Hitherto, Irish EFL
sectors appear to have been unwilling to make the investment
required to build banks of materials to support ESP courses.

As well as a shortage of materials, there is also a shortage of
trained and experienced teachers. The majority of EFL teach-
ers in Ireland are drawn from Arts backgrounds and few have
formal or consistent ESP experience. EFL teachers are now
expected to be familiar with more than one pedagogy. They
are expected to have a knowledge of computers or manage-
ment or marketing. Above all, EFL teachers must be familiar
with their student business culture. Already, training in the
business sector is moving away from ready made courses to a
tailor made service where language is but one part of the
whole. In the future, language teaching will be integrated with
the whole world of business communications.

An International Dimension

While Ireland's EFL interests are primarily in Europe, the
effects of the Single Market on EC member states will have
consequences which will be felt worldwide.
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English is the official or semi-official language in over 70
countries and occupies an important position in 20 more. It is
the main language of international business, traffic control,
international shipping, science, technology, medicine, pop
music and advertising. Seventy percent of the world's mail is
written in English and 80% of all information in electronic
retrieval systems is stored in English.

English is the main foreign language taught in school systems.
Some 68 million pupils in 36 countries are currently studying
English. 'English has become a world language, the common
property of all cultures. English is divesting itself of political
and cultural connotations as it emerges as an international
language'. It is essential that Irish EFL services and expertise
be presented on a worldwide basis. While Ireland retains its
nolitical identity, it is a likely source of EFL services.

The Middle Fastern market has changed considerably in recent
years. English now forms part of most school systems in the
area. Considerable resources have been devoted to teacher
training and the development of school curricula and teaching
materials. Middle Eastern institutions are seeking expert
support and teaching personnel. The forging of links with such
institutions should be urgently reviewed.

Arab industrial concerns are no longer sending employees for
out of country training in the same numbers as during the 1970s
and early 1980s. Although there is still scope for language/
vocational training, especially within the state sector, falling
oil revenues and the gathering momentums of arabisation have
brought about a change to in. country training. There are still
opportunities in teacher supply, teacher training, course design
and materials design. The Middle East is an increasingly
knowledgeable and demanding audience.

In the Far Fast, Japan, South Korea and Taiwan and, to a lesser
extent, Indonesia and Malaysia, show high demand. The
potential demand for ELT in Japan, where English is vital to
career development, is estimated at about 20 million people.
The U.S.A. has long served the needs of this area. Europe
outside the EC, particularly potential future members such as
Turkey or Austria, have also launched drives in EFL.

Communications

Satellite broadcasting, the combined use of electronic mail and
electronic publishing, together with other developments in
information technology, give opportunities for educational

links which are still in their infancy. But, in Britain, the British
Council has already begun to develop teacher training mater-
ials for Olympus, the European Scheme to use satellite tele-
vision for educational purposes.

In summary, we must recognise that English as a foreign
language is set to grow. The next few years are likely to see the
strengthening of the existing private sector and the emergence
of a strong, even commercially orientated (enterprise culture)
public sector.

What can be done to help Irish EFL to operate more effec-
tively?

Firstly, we must place our support firmly behind greater co-
operation and quality control. We must establish a broadly
based forum. Among the priorities of such a forum would be
the exploration of the opportunities presented by such EC
schemes as Lingua. It might also follow up calls for greater
quality control over the EFL resources on offer, perhaps even
proposing more stringent recognition procedures for both
private and public sector courses.

Recognition Schemes

The issue of recognition is, in my view, central to the proper
development of EFL services in this country. It is an issue
which requires urgent attention.

The current recognition scheme is becoming less and less
adequate tc the task. There are now many more recognised
EFL schools and organisations than 20 years ago.

The number of inspectors available for this scheme is too few.
The guidelines to schools are limited. The resources and
briefing available to the inspectors are inadequate to the tasks.
Inspectors do not have a specific background in EFL.

Recognition must be made more rigorous. The inspection
must cover management and administration, premises, re-
sources, professional qualifications of teachers and the welfare
provision for students. Where public sector colleges offer
similar courses, it is essential that they undergo the same
inspection.

Such a system is the only way of ensuring to observers al_troad
that the quality of language services in Ireland are on par with
those elsewhere.
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A LANGUAGE POLICY FOR
IRISH SCHOOLS

Helen 6 Murchii
Comhar na Miiinteoirt Gaeilge

This paper looks, in a general way, at the State's overall
language policy in education (including some aspects of the
current debate) and makes some proposals.

The reasons why people learn languages or - more significantly
- are offered languages for learning are many and varied. They
range from the exigencies of purely utilitarian short term needs
to richly cultural long term aspirations. All - in their different
ways - may be a source of individual and societal enrichment.
Many, unfortunately, are often presented as being mutually
exclusive, although this is not necessarily the case. Some aims,
particularly when followed by successful outcomes, may generate
others. No argument, however, is generally as clearcut as a
purely superficial examination may convey. Most explana-
tions on language learning seem too often embedded in a
complex cluster of often almost contradictory factors, usually
emanating from several sources, and rarely clearly grounded in
some basic easily comprehended principles. Too often they
serve only to illuminate the particular personal/societal biases
of the moment. This is especially, but not uniquely, the case
in Ireland.

The individual's access to languages is constrained by three
possibilities: self-instruction, what the market and commer-
cial language schools decide as most lucrative, and what the
state system offers. The state's language policy is then of
crucial importance, needing clarity and coherence. Unfortu-
nately, this is not yet the case in Ireland.

Languages and Educational Policy in Ireland

Policy ;s generally taken to mean `any broad statement of
aims' (Johnson, p.2) or `general principles and courses of
action designed to achieve some educational purpose' (Kel-
laghan in Mulcahy, p. 193). However, the mere existence of
the policy or idea is not sufficient, as Johnson shows. 'It must
then be operationally defined. Any necessary resources must
be prepared'. On this basis, it would appear that we have no
lack of policy statements on the languages currently offered, or
not offered, in our educational system; that some courses of
action have been defined; but that we still do not have a
coherent language policy, encompassiUg all the linguistic
possibilities of our actual and potential situation. I leave aside
the vexed question of resources! Language policy, such as it
is, is generally taken to refer to the Irish language only, which
does little service to either Irish or the other languages in the
school system. There are also parallel policies on the different
languages taught at present. What is lacking is a coherent
planning framework with some attempt at least at mutually
complementary decision-making processes. This is not due to
lack of advice. The Report of the Board of Studies on
Languages (August 1987) to the (then) Curriculum and Exami-
nations Board, for example, was a preliminary move in this
direction.

A recent publication on Irish educational policy (Mulcahy and
O'Sullivan, eds.) offers several reasons for this lack of coher-
ence: piecemeal change, lack of longterm planning, the
influence exerted by individuals and pressure groups on gov-
ernment planning. In other words, neither the existence nor the
needs of systems are admitted by adhocery.

To this must be added the problems of the politician as policy-
maker, 'the primary consideration of most governments being
to maintain. PIA. if possible, extend their power, influence and
acceptability' - italics mine - (Johnson, p.3) and what O'Sulli-
van calls 'the atheoretical character of educational thinking in
Ireland' (in Mulcahy and O'Sullivan, p.265) with subsequent
over-emphasis on 'issues', often unrelated, and the need for
Ministers to find 'a new issue which can be identified with
them and provide a direction for their term of office'. No
wonder 'slogans', as short and pithy as possible, high-sound-
ing, capable of many satisfying interpretations but deriving
from no internally consistent set of principles, are popular as
explanations of 'policy'. Our chief policy-makers wish to be
unambiguously ambiguous, all things to all men, the stuff of
survival. This is not, however, to preclude the use of some
snappy formulations of cohertnt policy principles, a national
language policy, - reflecting our vision of ourselves as Irish
national and European citizens - designed to grab public
attention and stimulate public imagination, not to mention
placating our hard-pressed politicians.

The language policy of a country is, of course, most clearly
seen in the total linguistic education it offers its populace. This
should not, however, occlude the fact that this is not the only
way the policy is either manifested or developed. '... language
policy is formulated and implemented and accomplishes its
results within a complex intelrelated set of economic, social
and political processes which include, inter alia, tne operation
of other nonlanguage state policies' (6 Riagain, International
Journal of the Sociology of Language, No. 70). `National
language policies are determined by socio-political pressures
which vary from one culture and socio-political system to
another' (Johnson, p.3). If 'coherence' is taken to mean the
realisation by planners of the interdependence of all the factors
involved in the decision-making process, two facts follow.
First, there must be a clearly visible relationship between
school language policy and general education policy in com-
bination with state language policy - and overall state policy
for the country and its people. A framework of the 'policy
planning/determination' advocated by Rodgers (in Johnson)
might be a useful place to begin such a consideration particu-
larly by adapting it to local circumstances. Beginning with the
syllabus and hoping that overall changes in state policy can
thus be developed cr inferred is not a course favoured by
Rodgers. 'When new educational goals are sought or old goals
are felt to have been inadequately realised, specification of a
new syllabus has been the typically favoured solution' (p.25).
This 'linear model' he rejects for 'more multi-dimensional
qualitative, interactive participant extended' approaches.
Secondly, since education is but part of the larger state and
social systems, S wales (in Johnson) argues for an 'ecological
opportunity-cost based' approach, which would take into account
the fairly precarious balance in which the various subsets of the
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system co-exist. He asks very valid questions about what one
can (or cannot) `afford' to do (or not to do). Are we only
planning changes or genuinely attempting radical new poli-
cies? Or merely trying to be in pace with the fashion? We must
attempt to find out what we don't know, determine whether we
are asking the right questions before we provide any solutions.
There is a world of difference between:

`An td nach bhfuil a fhios aige agus go bhfuil a fhios aige
nach bhfuil a fhios aige'
and
`An t6 nach bhfuil a fhios aige agus nach bhfuil a fhios aige
nach bhfuil a fhios aigel '

('He who does not know and knows he does not know' and
`he who does not know and does not know he does not
know!)

In summary, what is needed then is a much clearer indication
from our policy-makers (with perhaps much clearer guidance
from those who counsel them) as to what constitutes the current
national language policy of our state; how that is to be
manifested across the state apparatus; how it is particularly
expressed in and across the education system; how the aims of
the policy are variously met by the specific objectives of the
different language syllabi it encompasses. Coherent curricula
are those 'in which decision outcomes from the various stages
of development are mutually consistent and complementary
and learning outcomes reflect curricular aims' (Johnson, xiii).
Much has been accomplished, particularly in education and
particularly in recent years. But the degree of parallelism that
exists is still excessive, to the detriment of individual and or-
ganisational effort. It is not a case of attempting to reconcile
the irreconcilable, but of ensuring complementarity instead of
competition within our language syllabi. Fire-brigade action
should ideally have no place in language policy. The fact that
it is necessary is a clear admission of something rather less than
perfection in this most important of state enterprises.

Two statements will serve to indicate what are considered to be
the general aims of our educational system.

In his introduction to the White Paper on Educational Devel-
opment of 1980, John Wilson, then Minister for Education,
wrote in his Foreword that:

An educational system serves a dual purp .9 se - to conserve
traditional values and to prepare for the fu ture. It provides
for the task of interpreting the essential features of a social
and cultural heritage and, at the same time, that of prepar-
ing the young for life in a society characterised by ever-
accelerating change.
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To contribute towards the development of all aspects of the
individual, including aesthetic, creative, critical, cultural,
emotional, intellectual, moral physical, political, social
and spiritual development, for personal and family life, for
working life, for living in the community and for leisure.

(In our schools, March 1986)

Both appear to derive largely from the Socratic view of
education, enlarging the range and repertoire of each person, in
the root sense of `educare'. Both are in some difficulty with
other views current that, as Peter Abbs puts it, are concerned
not 'about the interior meanings of education, but the external
uses to which education can be put' - italics mine - (Sunday
Times, November 1987). Languages, and their 'usefulness',
relative to one another, are a major part of this argument. The
aims of our various language syllabi attempt some accommo-
dation with these differing viewpoints, but not within a clear
overall policy statement relating simultaneously to all the
languages on the curriculum. Little, if any, attempt is made at
elaborating general transferable principles that could benefit
both teacaer and taught. No attempt is made at situating the
lazgaages and their stated aims within the general educational
aim. There may well be good reasons for this but difficulty is
not one of them.

It nas been stated publicly by some closest to the evolution of
our current syllabi that 'dirty words' such as 'profit' and `cost
effectiveness' must be introduced into our educational vo-
cabulary. This is perfectly legitimate - once the parameters for
cost-effective analysis have been clearly stated and unequivo-
cally marked out. Otherwise, it is education itself that will
become the 'dirty word'. Criteria for the 'usefulness' of
different languages, and the life-enhancing possibilities inher-
ent in all of them need rigorous categorisation in relation to the
state's language policy, the general aims of education and the
objectives of the various syllabi. Such an extension of the
concept of 'usefulness' would of itself be a most useful contri-
bution to the 'rational consideration of the language policy in
our educational system' which Dr. Edward Walsh called for in
`Comhairle', January 1988.

Irish and English

Looked at objectively, it is clear that our two indigenous
languages, Irish and English (in historical order) serve the
general educational aims cited rather well, each in their differ-
ent way, and would have to be considered an indispensable
component of state language policy. Questions have been
raised, however, about the relative 'value' of the intensity and
duration of school exposure to Irish as L2. But when seen
against what should be their proper educational context, the
argument which some people have made must be regarded as
personalised and fragmented. A dispassionate discussion of
the question of universal Irish at Senior Level, for example,
requires that more fundamental questions first be answered.
For example, is a specialist or broadly based Senior Cycle
envisaged? Our present Senior Cycle is broadly based. It is a
widely held v:ew that such a broadly based system is not only
a creditable one, but better than a specialised approach. Obviously,
the opposite view is also held. But we are not alone in
preferring our kind of system. Scotland, too, has rejected over-
specialisation and England - and Wales - are considering
certain changes in the same direction.

Anyway, if serious consideration is being given to the educa -
tional experience offered by our Senior Cycle, one must begin
with the question of whether we continue with our broadly
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based approach, revised if necessary, or whether we opt for
specialisation. In the absence of such a consideration of the
first fundamental question, it seems perverse and tendentious
to single out one subject without defining what the debate is
really about. The position of individual subjects must surely
depend on whether one is talking about a specialist system or
a broadly based system.

In this line of argument, assuming that one is going to continue
with a broadly based system, it is not unreasonable to review
from time to time what the core subjects in that broadly based
system ought to be.

In any such discussion one could, of course, argue that the core
ought to contain subjects which would provide young people
with a knowledge of their own cultural roots and the under-
stand'...gs that would give them the self-confidence to contrib-
ute, in due course, to the independent development of their
community. It would be further argued that a knowledge of
Irish, as the first indigenous language of Ireland, a language of
great historical significance and modem creative vibrancy, in
which so much of the records of the Irish people for nearly two
thousand years are contained, is an essential subject for the
building of the kind of ethnic confidence which can make this
state viably independent, and without which its longterm con-
tinuity as an autonomous polity must be held in doubt.

If, on the other hand, one is talking about a specialist system,
we must all take a fundamental look at how the various aims of
our educational system continue to be attained.

One way or another, the first and fundamental question to be
addressed is not whether an individual subject should be
included or not, but what kind of Senior Cycle system is being
sought. This question is not being clearly addressed by
advocates of the reductionist viewpoint.

Irish as a Requirement for Matriculation

Since some of those at Senior Cycle continue into third level
education and since a proportion again of that number will
wish to matriculate for entry to the National University, brief
reference to the Irish language requirement for that matricula-
tion is necessary. Since some confusion seems to exist in the
public mind on this issue, it might be useful to explain that
matriculation is an entry requirement which may not necessar-
ily take the form of a specific examination; after all, for years
the great majority of entrants to university have been 'matricu-
lated' on the basis of their Leaving Certificate results alone.
Recent developments in the National University of Ireland
relating to this examination do not alter the basic university
entrance requirements in this sense of matriculation. The
etymology of the word is `to be enrolled in the register'.

The reasons for including Irish as a requirement for matricula-
tion are as cogent now as they were in 1913 when National
University policy first came into force - that Irish is a necessary
part of our self-knowledge and intellectual development as an
independent people. The fact that Latin, for example, is no
longer required in no way invalidates the current and continu-

ing requirement in relation to Irish. Both subjects offer, among
other things, an intellectual training and an understanding of
our world, but the external requirements in relation to Irish as
a modem living language with special relevance for us as a
people, are different from those of Latin which, particularly
since the second Vatican Council, has ceased to the lingua
franca of even the Catholic Church, its last bastion.

An examination of the relevant statistics would undoubtedly
show that it is an entirely unfounded belief that there are many
unsuccessful candidates for matriculation who might have
qualified had it not been for the Irish requirement - particularly
in these days of high competition for University places. Uni-
versity applicants must be competent in a range of subjects and
have little difficulty in attaining respectable grades in Irish. In
fact, statistics do show a high correlation between high compe-
tence in Irish and high overall achievement. Of course, in any
year, there may be exceptional cases, but an entire educational
system should not be expected to change radically on that
account, any more than it should be expected to cater for the
changing vagaries of our export market, although bodies
external to education are attempting to make such claims.

An education system reflects the aims, aspirations and value
system of a state and its people. It transmits the culture of that
people. It socialises the young as members of the society of
which they are a part. It is involved with the total development
of each individual. Any changes, or arguments about specific
cha :ges, must be grounded in these bases before they can be
taken seriously. It is also the government's right and duty to
indicate these bases clearly in the choices it makes with regard
to the content of its educational system. As Raymond Wil-
liams (The Long Revolution, Penguin 1965) puts it `..the
content of education, which is subject to great historic
variation, ... expresses, ... both consciously and unconsciously,
certain basic elements in the culture, what is thought of as "an
education" being in fact a particular selection, a particular set
of emphases and omissions'.

Access to the Irish language, on a universal basis, in our
educational system serves both to interpret the essential fea-
tures of our heritage and, by inculcating a sense of cultural self-
confidence in our youth, to provide them with the essential
tools of coping creatively with a changing world. Education
precedes training for specific needs at specific points in time.

These particular arguments apart, it is highly unfortunate that
the rich educational contribution posiible in a system which
simultaneously and universally offers two indigenous lang-
uages has almost completely gone unmarked by the majority of
our educationalists, apart from a few lone voices, and some
random and well hidden throw-away statements of possible
intent.

European Languages

The genuine concern for more adequate provision for Euro-
pean languages has fared little better. It has even been implied
that such provision can only be accomplished by reducing the
educational choices now available. This is a needlessly
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negative approach. The educational facts require flexible
responses and more imaginative approaches to our foreign
language needs. Any and all languages will contribute to most
of the aspects of individual development cited above as a
general educational aim. Preparation for future adult working
life may, however, be better served by one rather than another,
although very valid arguments can be made that in learning any
language, one learns to learn languages, and that the future is
(happily, perhaps) rather a vague concept.

If, however, we are to deal genuinely and responsibly with the
communicative needs of possible future job opportunities
(from machine floor to managerial and marketing level),
within a range of industrial requirements, we need:

i) some analysis at least of potential employment opportun-
ities

ii) a range of short to long term language courses with
associated certification;

iii) suitable teaching/leaming materials.

Since presumably the communicative needs in the target
languages will be similar for all learners, irrespective of
mother tongue, there seems to be a very good case for a
combined European venture with inter-country acceptance of
proficiency tests. Whether the appropriate place for such
specifically oriented courses is our post-primary level is a
matter for discussion. It is a mistaken belief that our current
courses are so directed. We are not alone in our concern about
foreign languages as part of our school curriculum. Continen-
tal Europe is involved in the same debate, although beginning
from several different types of education systems. The con-
cern there, however, is largely with raising ability levels in
English, with which of course we are already familiar. Crystal
(1987) offers the following anecdote that illustrates well the
happy position we appear to find ourselves in, as speakers of
English:

My company plans big deals with Arabic world. None of
us speak Arabic, and they do not know Japanese. All our
plans and meetings are in English.

(Japanese businessman) (In Crystal, p.358)

Interestingly enough, from the same source comes the infor-
mation that both Catalan and Irish, considered among Eu-
rope's 'lesser used languages', figure on the 'critical list' of
169 extracted from the world's languages by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education in 1985. Knowledge of languages on this
list, decided the US Government, 'would promote important
scientific research or security interests of a national or eco-
nomic kind' (Crystal, p.342).

Some Practical Suggestions
While a clearly integrated policy, serving general and linguis-
tic educational aims, is necessary, a coherent language policy
for Irish schools would be well served also by several other
practical steps, some of which have been addressed also by
others.

Education takes place primarily through the use of language.
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Every teacher is then, consciously or unconsciously, a model
for and a teacher of language. There are implications here both
for teacher-training and for school staff development. Every
teacher should be aware of the dynamics of classroom linguis-
tic interaction and, for example, the possible constraining
effects of teacher uses of language (in any subject area) on
pupils' language (and therefore content knowledge) develop-
ment. In application in teacher training, this would have both
a general and a language-specific (as medium) component. At
school level, likewise, it calls for a consideration of a system-
atic organised school language policy, 'language across the
curriculum', involving all school participants. The language
of text-books and examinations would constitute another ele-
ment of such a policy. The most fruitful element, however,
might well be a 'language awareness' approach for learners.
Insights from both psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics,
containing language specific examples from all the languages
they encounter both in school and in their environment, would
help to enrich and unify the pupils' total language experience
in a unique manner as well as offer new perspectives on bilin-
gualism and attitudinal problems.

Both at first or second level with Ll, L2 or FL, linguistic skills
- whether comprehension, oracy or literacy - fluency or accu-
racy - are too often approached as if there were no generally
applicable principles involved across the range of languages
offered for learning by the same pupil. This is both wasteful
and unnecessary.

The appointment of either an in-school language adviser, or
language advisers covering a number of schools, could be a
very useful departure.

At present, some third level institutions and 38 teachers'
centres cater for various aspects of teacher development. The
European Commission Lingua programme demands national
structures for the implementation of its various recommenda-
tions. It would seem that a national institution of some kind,
co-ordinating all relevant aspects of in-service language train-
ing for all languages currently taught, and involving all
available expertise, could play a mast progressive role.

Subject Teaching through the Target Languages

A proper understanding of the communicative approach to
language teaching/learning reveals two basic : that it is
learner-centred and based on meaningful activiL, . The most
meaningful activity encountered by learners in the school
situation is, of course, the actual content presented for teach-
ing/learning. The extension of the languages of the school as
media for particular subject areas would be an option well
worth investigation at different stages of the school cycle.
Pupils would become acquainted with both language and
subject simultaneously. Both teachers and pupils could more
easily avail of future exchange programmes. School heads
wrestling with crowded timetables might well heave a sigh of
relief. There are many teachers competent in both a language
and a non-language area. They could be flexibly deployed
across several schools to teach, for example, components of
the geography course through a medium other than English,
the most common medium at present. After all, many - if not



all - Irish medium teachers are expected to cope without any
formal induction.

Flexibility in Time-Tables

A flexible approach to the languages on the school time-table
might also yield results, particularly since diversification is
urgently needed, and there are only so many hours in the school
day. Whether the time-table (or indeed examinations) are to be
the servant or the master of the curriculum is a matter for each
school. Such is the view expressed by Dorothy Thomas,
reporting on her personal approach in her school in Bristol
(Vida Hispanica, Spring 1988). A language block could be
subdivided across the language options as desired.
While teaching (French) in America in the sixties (a time of no
small preoccupation with language teaching/learning), stu-
dents in my school had the option of following the language I
taught for 1, 2, 3 or 4 years, at any point in their school career.
This was the case for all languages offered as H., in the school.
It did mean accommodating different age groups but, on
balance, the scheme worked very well.

In the Irish situation, such an arrangement would probably
have lo mean either courses towards the public examinations
or modules culminating in specific certificates of proficiency,
acceptable to employers and parents.

The dissociation of levels of proficiency and age has several
advantages, particularly if accompanied by a differentiated
curriculum, and the further option of studying through a
language at a certain point, whether L2 or FL. A minimum
specified level of competence would be obligatory for say,
three languages, the two indigenous languages and one FL.
This linguistic competence could then be supplemented in
different ways, either by short modules of other languages
(Fastern as well as European, being offered perhaps by a
central school in any particular area) or to higher levels in the
three languages already studied, qualifying one for bilingual
posts, university matriculation or civil service.

Since 'obligatory' introduces the much misunderstood and oft-
quoted concept of 'compulsion', which in most people's minds
seems to relate to Irish only, an obligatory specified core
curriculum to the end of post-primary schooling might be a
good idea, to include the two indigenous languages and mathe-
matics with further areas to choose from.

Languages in Primary School

Languages at the upper end of primary level are a feature of
some Continental European systems. The results vary, de-
pending on several linguistic or external factors. (One must be
careful in interpreting the findings of comparative research
with regard to linguistic competence across Europe. The first
question is whether we are, in fact, talking about school-
generated competence only. The second question would be
concerned with, for example, comparisons betwlen English
competence in French school-children and French competence
in Irish school-children). For example, English is more com-
mon in the Netherlands than in France. Many Irish-medium

primary schools have for years been offering such an option,
though generally as extra-curricular subjects. The primary
school inspectorate in conjunction with school heads and other
bodies would probably be the best judges of which schools are
already proving sufficiently innovative to allow the introduc-
tion of FL options, since many factors are involved and school
results, even if available, are not necessarily the best or only
criterion. The real democratisation of language teaching
would also ensure that certain areas would not be favoured.
Above all, continuity between levels is vital. The experience
of disarticulation with the curriculum in Irish is sufficient in-
dication of this.

Language is complex. Arrangements allowing access to lang-
uages need not necessarily be so. They must, however, derive
from a comprehensive and coherent principled national policy;
be directed towards integration of experience; and allow for
continuity and flexibility.

The 7.44 from Mons to Brussels is indeed flexibility in action
(in motion?) as the following excerpt shows. DART take
notice!

The 7.44 from Mons to Brussels.

Belgium has also taken up an idea first tried out on a
commuter train from Brighton to London - language learn-
ing by train. In May 1984, the last carriage of the 7.44 a.m.
Intercity train from Mons to Brussels (a French-speaking
area) was reserved for passengers who wished to learn
Dutch or English. They paid their normal fare plus a small
fee for the tuition, given by teachers trained by the Belgian
Centre d' Animation en Langues. The venture has proved to
be extremely successful. By the beginning of 1987, there
were four `language trains' in operation, with more routes
being considered.

(Crystal, p.366)
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DON'T DISTURB THE ANCESTORS

R.L. Davis
Dublin City University

Some years ago the Pepsi Cola Corporation set out to establish
a new 'nail:, t in Thailand. With the help of an English-Thai
dictionary, their advertising department duly translated the
famous slogan 'Come alive! You're in the Pepsi generation',
and the publicity campaign was launched on the unsuspecting
Thais. It was only then that the embarrassing truth came to
light, for the Thai version of the slogan read 'Pepsi brings your
ancestors back from the dead'. No doubt the Pepsi manage-
ment has learnt its lesFon, and perhaps there is a moral for us
too in this tale, as we move, with the last decade of this century,
towards a more united Europe.

At the Etats Gdndraux des Langues in Paris earlier this year,
Peter Strevens contemplated the future linguistic landscape of
the West and predicted that 'Europe in 2189 will be a nation of
multilinguals, whose prowess in communication will be the
envy of the world'.' The noble aspirations of the Treaty of
Rome and the economic parameters prescribed by the Single
European Act have moved us inexorably closer to commercial
unity. It is accepted practice now for major European compa-
nies to have multinational representation on their boards and in
the ranks of their senior management. So a small dlite cadre of
multilingual businessmen already exists. However a people's
Europe is not just around the corner. The concept of Europe is
by no means a common vision shared by all. Jacques Delors'
persuasive evocations of European political unity will, no
doubt, continue to be met with equally firm apologias for the
national sovereignty of individual member states. Intimately
linked to the question of sovereignty is that of language. The
languages of the European Community, and by that I mean all
the languages that are used by her different peoples, and not
just the nine 'official' languages, represent the deep rooted
sense of uniqueness and separate identity which characterises
each of Europe's nations.

The question for those who would build the Europe of 2189 is
how do we find unity in our diversity, how do we encourage the
growth of a sense of European citizenship that is as much
accepted and cherished as our own personal sense of national
identity?

European Community Initiatives

It has been generally accepted that measures to promote the
learning of other European languages (why do we persist in
calling them ' foreign' ?) and to encourage the exchange of
young people between different member states of the Commu-
nity are a welcome step in the right direction. Schemes aimed
at the higher education sector, such as the Joint Study Pro-
grammes, now superceded by ERASMUS and the comErr
Programme, have been enthusiastically supported here in
Ireland. Irish institutions have appeared to be particularly well
organised to take advantage of the opportunities offered by
ERASMUS and this was reflected in the initial Irish participa-
tion in ERASMUS Inter-University Cooperation Programmes.

No less than 7.3% of all ICP applications and 7.1% of all ac-
ceptances in 1987-88 involved Ireland. The level of awareness
here of ERASMUS opportunities is very high, but as the
scheme now goes into its third year, one has to pause and
reflect on the lessons learned. This is especially urgent now,
for we are faced with the prospect for 1990-91 of the LINGUA
Programme - a series of measures designed to complement
ERASMUS specifically in terms of language learning and
teaching both within and beyond the university sector. Some
of us who have been heavily involved up to now in ERASMUS
may be forgiven for wondering whether the investment of time
and effort was worth the small awards to participating univer-
sities and the minimal student grants received. It is regrettable
that the ERASMUS funding should have come at a time when
Irish universities were being subjected to a series of financial
cuts. ERASMUS awards became de facto a substitute for,
rather than a supplement to, state funding for language educa-
tion at third level. What has made matters worse, however, has
been the feeling that, white government was visibly committed
to European social initiatives in general, the specific task of
elaborating a coherent national language policy, with clearly
defined goals and practically achievable objectives, has not
been seriously addressed.

The Nature of the Problem

In fairness, this is not a simple task. Before we can begin to talk
of solutions, we have to be sure that we fully understand the
problem. This problem is itself as complicated as the linguistic
diversity of the European Community. It has been formed, or
perhaps 'deformed' would be more accurate, by an obsessive
influence of cultural stereotyping and an over-reliance on the
evidence of past and present circumstances.

An example of cultural stereotyping is the heated debate over
the proportion of the education budget devoted to Irish in
comparison with that spent on other European languages. It is
all too easy, as Michael Cronin, writing on 'The imaginary
Gaeilgeoir'2has rightly pointed out, to fall into the binary logic
trap of perceiving Irish as a reactionary obstacle to the teach-
ing of other languages in our schools. There is, of course, no
conflict between Irish and these other languages. This being
true, there should equally be no cause for alarm if a govern-
ment were to decide upon a redistribution of its frugal lan-
guages education budget to the advantage of the continental
languages.

Past and present circumstances contribute to the near hegem
ony of French in our second level schools. Again, this is a case
where the binary logic has obscured the real issues. A very
powerful and effective lobby has been promoting German over
the past few years, citing the level of German investment in our
economy and the volume of trade between Ireland and Ger-
many. This is indeed good to see, and one welcomes the
dramatic increase in interest being expressed by students
wishing to take German. But we must beware of seeing this as
another either/or question. Europe is not Germany, nor is it
France, but a multilingual phenomenon. Of the four continen-
tal languages available in our second level system, French is
clearly the strongest by far, but German and Spanish are
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grossly under represented, while Italian is menaced with ex-
tinction. The real questions are how do we achieve language
diversification in our schools, and which languages should be
on the curriculum.

A great deal of research has to be done before we can be in a
position to answer these questions. The nature of this research,
which should ideally be undertaken simultaneously in all
member states of the Community, was discussed in the closing
session of a Conference on Language Diversification organ-
ised by the Union Latine earlier this year3. Delegates from all
member states concluded that three groups should be surveyed
in an attempt to gauge public opinion on modern language
needs: parents, schoolchildren and students, and employers.
The first wave of surveys should be carried out without
explanation or background information, in order to reflect
public opinion as influenced by the media's image of lan-
guages and their importance, and to identify underlying sub-
ject impressions. The same subjects would then be circulated
with clear, succinct information on the relative importance of
languages before being invited once again to respond to the
same questionnaire.

Any further language policy that we devise must take account
of this sort of research, and must address a wide range of issues
related to languages as they are likely to affect Ireland over the
next decades (say 50 years). I have only broached the topic
here, and am aware of just how complex a task lies ahead of
the would-be policy makers.

Undoubtedly it is clear that European and other world lan-
guages are now, and will continue to be, intimately linked to
our economic future. We must therefore attempt to gear our
linguistic strategy so that we are not only capable of making the
most of our opportunities, but also able to create opportunities
for ourselves.

TEFL

Undoubtedly, it is also clear that English will continue to
dominate all other world languages, not in terms of the total
percentage of the world's population that uses it as its first or
second language, but as the globally accepted lingua franca of
economic and political discourse. This has two very obvious
consequences. Firstly, it is essential to ensure that the other
languages of the EC are valued and used so as to prevent the
phenomenon in a future Europe of peoples of lesser used
languages being regarded as second class citizens. Therefore,
the Irish language must be protected and promoted. Therefore,
also, we should be seeking to extend the range of languages in
our educational curriculum, rather than agonising over which
languages.

The second consequence is that we should regard the global
predominance of English as an advantage rather than a threat.
In 1988, the teaching of English as a foreign language repre-
sented a phenomenal 6% of invisible earnings in the UK
economy, and experts consider that the market for TEFL has
considerably greater potential. No future language policy
should ignore the potential of TEFL. Provision has to be made
to consolidate what we already do in this field, and to establish
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a national examinations board (perhaps along the lines of the
London and Paris Chambers of Commerce).

Policy Implications

It would be unwise to formulate a policy without paying due
attention to its cost of implementation, and to its potential to
generate income. We should of course be aiming to increase
the range of languages available, but ought not to forget that
education is a long process. All the languages that are taught
nationally need not be present on the second level curriculum.
Thought snould perhaps be given to the training of multilin-
gual teachers capable of teaching say three European lan-
guages. A generation of such teachers in the future would give
us the flexibility to offer each of the languages on a cyclical (5
year) basis, thus avoiding imbalances such as exist today.

We should not forget that a policy is for the future, and that we
must consequently anticipate a Europe that contains eco-
nomic, social and technological structures and systems differ-
ent (to some extent at least) from those we know today. To
date, for example, the business community has perceived
languages as mainly useful for exporting purposes. What used
to be exporting into Europe may well become exporting from
Europe, with the possible result that we will need European
languages for production and managerial tasks, but non-Euro-
pean languages for exporting. Increased worker
mobility throughout the Community, allied to the assumption
that workers in some sectors (eg. engineering, electronics,
computing, banking) may be more mobile than others (eg.
tourism, agriculture) would give a demand for shorter, more
intensive, LSP programmes, possibly on a continuing educa-
tion basis. Finally, we must anticipate the eventual arrival of
the ultimate 'user friendly' computer, that is the computer
which responds to natural language. Already the runes are
being cast, and we are called upon to plan our future language
policy to take account of machine translation systems, CALL
projects, research into speech synthesis, artificial intelligence,
computational linguistics. This new language policy can only
succeed if it is genuinely forward looking and truly pluridis-
ciplinary.

It could, realistically, take as its long term goal for Ireland the
creation cf the 'nation of multilinguals' envisaged by Peter
Strevens. That goal is achievable. All it needs is that our
policy makers and decision takers look to the future, and let the
ancestors rest in peace.
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TOWARDS A NATIONAL LANGUAGE
POLICY: THE CASE FOR RUSSIAN

S Smyth and P J O'Meara
Russian Department, Trinity College, Dublin

There is an increasingly urgent case to be made for the
inclusion of Russian in any projected language policy for
Ireland. There is currently a marked upsurge in public interest
in things Russian and Soviet, largely as a result of the Gor-
bachev phenomenon and the consequent opening up of the
long mysterious and feared USSR to the outside world.

When teachers of other languages decry the lack of govern-
ment policy with respect to the teaching of their language, one
is either reduced to a sullen silence or to an angered outburst:
`What about Russian?' Ten years ago either of these responses
provoked a momentary embarrassed silence, followed by a
dismissive: 'Well of course you have a point, but Russian's
different after all!'

That response has fortunately changed in the intervening
years. Russian is in the public eye. The `Gorby' factor has led
to the doubling, if not trebling, of applicants to the Russian
department in TCD, to the setting up of the Trade Management
Institute in Blackrock where graduates are trained in Russian
language and business skills, to the proliferation of adult
education centres offering Russian evening courses. It is
certain that the gradual razing of the 'Wall' can only lead to a
further explosion of interest in things Russian. Colleagues now
express genuine concern about the neglect from which Russian
has suffered. Russian is tres a la mode - vive la mode!

But there are great dangers in this upsurge of interest - or rather
in a response to it determined by fashion rather than policy.
Indeed, it is arguable that we are worse off now than we were
fifteen years ago - the foundation on which teachers of Russian
work is now more unstable than it ever was because it is the
product of whim. In this article we want to explore the pitfalls
in allowing the provision for the teaching of Russian to develop
amorphously. It will be argued that the absence of a national
policy makes the training of specialists, be they teachers,
interpreters, industrialists or diplomats impossible. Eighteen
months ago the Department of Labour rang up the Russian
department in TCD to find out whether there was anyone in the
country qualified to teach the language in the Blackrock Trade
Management Institute: the answer was NO. It will also be
argued that without a national policy the same will be true in
ten years time and again Ireland will have to import the
expertise.

First, let us look at what the present situation is: where is/was
Russian taught, to what standard, how many people are there
in the country who have a working knowledge of the language
and are they being exploited to the best advantage of the State?
What evidence is there to suggest that the seeds of a national
policy do exist, but have never been developed?

The State

The first official initiative was taken by the Irish Army. Niall
Brunacardi, an officer in Army Headquarters who assumed
responsibility for the organisation of language training in the
40's and 50's, was the first to take seriously the training of
Russian specialists. He originally availed of the services and
expertise of a Hungarian refugee, and subsequently of Father
Kouris, an emigre Russian Orthodox priest living in Collon.
The army sanctioned the training of 7-8 of its officers by Fr.
Kouris. Four of these then went on to sit the British War
Office's Interpreters' Examination and Ireland had its first
(and last, to date) generation of professionally trained and
qualified interpreters and translators.

In the 50's, the State was first seen to take an interest in the
training of Russian specialists when it hand picked three young
members of the Diplomatic Corps (Art Boland, Eoin MacWhite
and Conor Cruise O'Brien) and despatched them to learn
Russian in Collon from Fr. Kouris. Little came of this initiative
for a number of reasons which are of no relevance to this
article. Since the establishment of diplomatic relations be-
tween Ireland and the USSR, the Department of Foreign
Affairs have provided their staff with minimal language train-
ing by sending them to a language school, extra-mural course
or 'buying in' language teachers. Because of the Department's
long term planning problems, the length of the courses are
barely adequate. That will presumably always be an unavoid-
able problem. However, the question of designing a syllabus
and materials suitable for providing diplomats of various ranks
with the language skills they might need has never been
addressed and is a direct consequence of there not being a
national policy and consequently a body to whom this problem
could be referred.

Educational Facilities

Irish school-children are travelling to Moscow and Leningrad
in ever larger numbers; 3,500 in 1989. Doubtless some of
these will be fired by their trip to study Russian. The question
is, where?

In 1949 TCD established a small department of Russian
(staffed by one person until 1962 and subsequently by two)
which was to remain a part of the General Studies Degree
Programme until the first intake of Honors students in 1974 (at
which time the staff was increased to three). This is the only
Department of Russian in the State. Furthermore, it has not yet
reached its full developmental potential as an academic unit in
the sense that there is no established chair of Russian. This is
not perhaps the place to argue the case for the creation of at
least one university chair of Russian in the Republic of Ireland,
but its lack is obvious to anyone with an interest in promoting
the subject at national level, or representing its interests in the
international forum or, for that matter within TCD itself. All
those who enter TCD's Russian department do so as ab-initio
students - with all the attendant problems. The programme
offered by the TCD Russian department is a traditional Arts
Letters Degree course which introduces students to the Russian
language (modern and historical), literature and history. This
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department provides an academic, not vocational, training. In
1983, the Trinity Russian department piloted the first year of
what was to become a three year Diploma course. This course
was, and is, intended to provide specialists in other fields
(business, administration, academics) with a working knowl-
edge of and qualification in Russian. Both of the Trinity
courses are externally examined by academics from British
Universities.

In 1958, Professor T.S. Wheeler, the Dean of the Science
Faculty in UCD, extended the compulsory language compo-
nent for students studying for a BSc to include Russian.
Professor Brian Farrell, who was at that time in charge of the
extra-mural department, added Russian to the adult education
curriculum offered by UCD. In the 1960's the option of
studying Russian was offered to students in the Engineering
Faculty. Thus a number of UCD post-graduate students have
been sufficiently equipped with Russian for special purposes to
be able to refer to Soviet sources in their research. The UCD
courses are examined internally. The teaching in UCD has
been done by one of the interpreters trained by the Army in the
early fifties.

In the early 70's NIHE Limerick made an abortive attempt to
incorporate Russian in their European Studies programme.
This was unfortunately a short lived experiment.

Since the early seventies there have been a number of individu-
als who have offered Russian in second level institutions on an
ad hoc basis. One can say, without undermining the efforts of
those concerned, that none of these has proved fruitful in the
long term. The success of such experiments depends on too
many variables beyond the control of the language teacher: the
good will of a principal, the economic climate which allows a
school to employ an ex-quota teacher to teach a non-curricu-
lum subject, access to a GCE exam centre for those students
who wish to document their achievements. At a meeting of
heads of TCD Modern Language departments with Minister
Mary O'Rourke last April, Dr. O'Meara had the opportunity to
urge the case for making Russian a Leaving Certificate exami-
nation subject. The Minister expressed her support and under-
took to pursue the matter further, but nothing more has been
heard from her office since then.

Throughout the seventies and eighties the number of adult
education centres to offer Russian fluctuated. The general
upwards trend suddenly accelerated last October. None of the
courses on offer indicate in their advertising for whom they are
intended (tourists, people in business...). None, to our knowl-
edge, awards validated qualifications; and none of them aims
to provide vocational training.

In 1988 the Trade Management Institute was established, in
1989 the Ballyfermot Community College offered Russian and
marketing for the first time.

Interested and motivated teenagers are thus left with the option
of committing themselves when the time comes to a full-time
degree course in Russian as part of TCD's Two-Subject
Moderatorship (or as an option in the European Studies degree
course), or to a three-year part-time Diploma c Jrse in Russian
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in TCD, or to one of an increasing number of evening courses
which lead to no qualification at all.

The Business World

Aer Rianta, Aer Lingus, Bord na Mona and Parc are all
involved in establishing joint ventures with their Soviet cconter-
parts and need interpreters and teachers of Russian. Likewise,
interpreters have been required in recent times for Gorbachev's
state visit to Ireland, the visit of the Moscow Arts Theatre to the
Abbey for the Dublin Theatre Festival, the visit of the delega-
tion of Soviet churchmen organised by the Irish Council of
Churches, amongst many others. Ireland has now reached a
stage where it needs specialists - trained language specialists
with a vocational/professional qualification or skill and spe-
cialists in other fields with a working knowledge of Russian.
As the outline of the teaching of the language above indicates,
we are not producing them and there is at present no framework
within which to produce them.

This is not to say that there are not a considerable number of
Russian speakers in the country. There are. Indeed, they turn
up in the oddest of places. They are either entering into ruthless
competition for the few career opportunities there are - or out
in the cold, unable to make the first contact, to get their foot on
the first rung of the ladder. It is a most unhealthy situation and
one which can only get worse as the number of graduates
increases and it gets more cut-throat.

What has this got to do with the absence of national policy? and
how could it be remedied by formulating a national policy?

There are several consequences of there being no such policy:
no-one has done a serious needs analysis. What specialists do
we need? What skills do they need? Hew are we going to train
them? Russian native speakers resident in Ireland and Irish
graduates of Russian are forced by economic pressures to
accept any work that comes their way and because there are no
training or in-service training facilities, they remain an un-
qualified and poorly paid section of the workforce at the mercy
of fashion. All 'translators', 'interpreters' and 'teachers' are in
competition with one another because they are forced to be
Jacks of all trades in order to piece together a livelihood,
though only one of them is qualified at. all. This means that
needs as they arise are coped with by whoever happens to be at
hand at a given moment and the service they provide must
c^nsequently suffer.

In the area of teaching the lanuage, again no-one has estab-
lished what learners of Russian see as their needs and how best
to answer them. So all evening courses are in competition with
one another because all oh' them answrI all and no student
needs. One wonders how long many of the newly established
centres where Russian is taught will survive when one consid-
ers that the teaching force (native speakers and graduates) are
untrained, they are often ',working without adequate language
teaching materials; teachers are working without a syllabus
and, therefore, without clearly defined aims. They are teach-
ing a wide range of people whore interests and needs differ
significantly. This seems to be a recipe for disaster and one
which can only damage the status of Russian teaching.



The Answer

The only solution to this situation is the establishment of a
body whose responsibility it would be to:

- identify the needs of the State and semi-state bodies
- identify the needs of the private sector

(This should probably be done on a regional basis and
could formally involve the RTC's. The Limerick-Shan-
non area, for instance, has quite specific needs: the
language training of Aer Rianta executives and employ-
ees)

- coordinate and advise on the development of curricula,
syllabi and language teaching materials

- facilitate Irish/Soviet collaboration on projects in any field
- organise or advise on the initial vocational/professional

training of Russian language specialists and coordinate
continued in-service training

- assess and validate (when required) the competence of
language learners on non-university courses.

The organisation of such a body, or the staffing of an already
existent body, to enable them to assume these responsibilities
would:

- ensure that the Russian 'boom' develops in such a way as
to protect the interests of both consumer and trained
specialist

- provide a framework within which specialists in related
fields could collaborate instead of feeling threatened by
the existence of the other

- raise the status of Russian specialists from the level of
dilettantes who ought to be grateful and even flattered if
one offers them work to that of professionals of whose
competence one is assured.

Somc. may ask why should Russian, a 'minority' language,
require the establishment of a body which does not exist, and
presumably won't exist, for any of the established languages?
How can such expense be justified?

It could be argued that Russian is significantly different for
several reasons.

1. We have had no cultural relations with the Soviet Union.
This has meant that in Ireland there is no Russian equiva-
lent to the Goethe Institute, the Service Culturel de l'Am-
bassade de France etc. These bodies have contributed
enormously to developments in curriculum innovation, to
the provision of in-service training and to the teaching of
languages for special purposes. They also validate extra-
mural courses.

2. There are no Russian specialists in the Department of
Education Inspectorate or in the Linguistics Institute of
Ireland. There is a representative for Russian on the RIA
National Commission for the Teaching of Modern Conti-
nental Languages, but none on the National Committee.
Who will then advise on, formulate and implement a
national policy?

3. The only two homogeneous bodies of Russian specialists
are the Russian department TCD and the ISA (Irish Slav-
ists' Association). It may well be their function to advise
on a national policy, but it would not be acceptable to those
with other interests and concerns if these two bodies were
to assume full responsibility for the functions outlined
above.

It would not be envisaged that this new body would necessarily
be a permanent institution. It should rather be an intermediary
body which allows for the negotiation and agreement of a
policy and for its development to one equivalent to that of other
languages. Nor, indeed, could one argue that Russian is the
only language requiring positive discrimination: Arabic and
Japanese would be two others which spring immediately to
mind.

The European Dimension

Last May Dr. O'Meara represented the ISA (as its chairman) at
a hearing at the headquarters of the European Commission in
Brussels attended by some 40 European Slavists. The purpose
of the hearing was to suggest ground rules for the establishment
of a European Foundation for East European and Soviet
Studies. Pending EC funding and the European Parliament's
final approval, such a foundation is to be set up to act initially
as a co-ordinating centre for research into and member states'
contacts with Eastern Europe on scientific, commercial and
cultural matters. A letter was circulated to those attending the
hearing, signed by scholars from Belgium, Ireland, the Neth-
erlands and Sweden, drawing attention to the special needs of
the smaller countries where library resources and funding were
particularly limited.

The interest evinced in this way by the EC in Soviet and East
European studies further strengthens the case for the inclusion
of Russian in Irish thinking on language policy. Furthermore,
the rapidly changing scene behind what was until recently
known as the 'iron curtain', with all its implications for the EC
and Western Europe generally, increases the potential for trade
and commerce between EC and Comecon countries, and, by
extension, between Ireland and the USSR. There can be little
doubt that Ireland and Irish business interests will stand in ever
greater need of qualified Russian speakers and graduates in
Russian studies. We should therefore be planning ahead to
ensure that such needs can be properly met.
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LANGUAGE POLICY IN NORTHERN
IRELAND

Rosalind M. 0. Pritchard
University of Ulster at Coleraine

The formulation of language policy is part of the wider activity
of `language planning'. This could be defined as a process of
systematic decision-making about language in a societal con-
text, with the aim of finding solutions to specific problems and
maximising its usefulness as a resource. Language planning is
a complex process said to consist of four stages, of which the
first two relate to policy-making: stage one is the assembling
of descriptive data as a basis for reaching decisions; stage two
is the formulation of plans; stage three is their implementation;
stage four is feedback in the light of comparison between the
actual and the predicted (or desired) outcome (Jernudd and Das
Gupta, 1971).

The stage of fact-finding should be conceived as broadly as
possible, not merely in terms of statistical data about bilingual-
ism and language proficiency within a society, but also in
terms of the socio-cultural, economic, political and educa-
tional matrices within which language behaviour is embedded.
The stage of planning involves setting goals, selecting the
strategies to achieve them, and predicting the outcomes; goal-
setting may entail policy recommendations about which
languages should be chosen as official, national languages; it
also necessitates a consideration of the role of such languages
in various arenas of a country's public life, in which the
national education system is of particular importance. The
stage of implementation may, in developing nations, involve
codifying and standardising languages (cf. Rubin and Shuy's
`policy' approach (1973)); if, however, this basic task has
already been accomplished, languages will then be subjected
to a process of 'cultivation' (ibid.:21) in which lexis and
registers are expanded/enriched, and attention is paid to aes-
thetic aspects such as style and formal precision. The feedback
stage may be peaceful, routine and bureaucratic; alternatively,
it may sometimes be forcibly brought about by societal erup-
tions such as riots and political demonstrations; few issues
rouse such passions as languages, especially if pecuniary and
other disadvantages accrue to speakers of minority or stigma-
tised languages (Edwards, 1985:93).

Some authors have chosen to regard language planning as a
purely linguistic matter, but Jemudd and Das Gupta (1971:196-
7) emphasise that it is the political authorities of a country who
give the authorisation for planning, and that the social rationale
for a policy must not be subordinated to a predominantly
linguistic rationale. Any discussion of language policy which
seeks to evade important macro-political issues will, perforce,
be inadequate. Not alone the social but also the economic
aspects of language planning must receive proper attention:
Jernudd (1971) and Thorburn (1971) both explore a cost-
benefit analysis approach in which they regard language as a
resource, and attempt to predict the consequences of alterna-
tive ways of handling that resource.
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The terms 'language planning' and 'policy' are most often
used to refer to primary bi- or multilingualism, that is to
languages which are first, 'second' or 'other' languages for
some citizens in a community which is organically bi- or
multilingual. The fact that such terms do not customarily refer
to `foreign' languages in a school curriculum renders it neces-
sary to re-define their scope for the purposes of the present
paper. Both terms will be taken to refer to secondary bilingual-
ism acquired through study in the formal education system.

In order to formulate a 'prow language policy' for Northern
Irish (NI) schools, it will be necessary to assess the implica-
tions of current national and international trends; these will be
examined against the perspective of existing structures in the
NI educational system, and with reference to the foreign
language needs of industry. Although Irish is usually taught by
the same pedagogical means as are used to teach modern
continental 'foreign' lafiguages, it is historically part of the
linguistic heritage of Ulster and is therefore emotionally and
politically in a different category from the other languages
taught in the school curriculum. A special section will,
therefore, be devoted to the position of the Irish language north
of the border. Finally, the issue of English as a second/foreign
language will be addressed.

The Educational Background to Language Issues
in Northern Ireland

Unlike most of the rest of the United Kingdom, Northern
Ireland does not have a system of comprehensive education; it
has retained its grammar and secondary intermediate schools,
to which pupils are assigned at age eleven by a competitive
examination (called the transfer test or the 11-plus). There has
been much criticism of this selection procedure over the years.
All such procedures involve some degree of statistical unrelia-
bility, and the question which must always be faced is not
whether they are accurate, but how much inaccuracy one is
willing to tolerate. Sutherland (1988) of the Northern Ireland
Council for Educational Research sta: . That the overall level
of `mis-identification' in the allocation of transfer grades is
one in six. This impression of mis-identification is confirmed
by Gallagher (1988) who points out that for just under one sixth
of pupils, there is an apparent mismatch between the transfer
grade and their 16-plus performance. Bunting, Saris and
McCormack (1987) have conducted an empirical investigation
into the reliability and validity of the 11-plus, and conclude
that if the results of their study were to be generalised, a large
number of children would have been incorrectly classified by
the test papers.

The injustice of the selective system extends to gender, class,
religion and region. To take the gender aspect first: since girls
tend to out-perform boys in NI schools, the two genders were
until 1988 treated as two separate populations in the transfer
test, thus ensuring that boys and girls were represented in equal
percentages at the grammar schools. The practice was, how-
ever, unjust to the higher-achieving girls and has now had to be
terminated as a result of a case being taken to the courts by the
Equal Opportunities Commission. As regards social class, the
transfer test discriminates against children from the working



class, even at the same grade level (Sutherland and Gallagher,
1987). In terms of religious denomination, there is a more
generous provision of grammar school places in the Protesvant
sector, in which 31% of the pupils were accommodated, as
compared with 26% in the Catholic sector (Sutherland, 1988).
Regionally, the examination is also known tl discriminate
against non-urban children (Wilson, 1986).

Although there is widespread unease about the selective nature
of education in Northern Ireland, until the recent reform legis-
lation a safety valve existed which resulted in criticism being
contained or muted. Voluntary grammar schools were only
obliged to fill 80% of their places with qualified pupils, and
could fill the remaining 20% of their places with paying pupils,
who had not passed the transfer test. Boarders were not
included in the quotas of qualified pupils which grammar
schools normally accepted, and middle class parents whose
children failed the transfer test could, at a price, ensure that
they attended the school of the parents' choice as boarders.
Although this system could result in absurdities such as chil-
dren boarding when the parents lived very close to the school,
the availability of such alternative routes to grammar schools
placated middle class parents who in other societies would
either be among the most articulate and effective campaigners
for comprehensive education, or else would send their off-
spring to independent schools. In Northern Ireland, the fact
that such parents had a means of avoiding the unpleasant
consequences of their children's 'failure' to pass the transfer
test reduced the groundswell of support for comprehensiv-
ation.

The selective system has been firmly ensconced for a long
time, and there are strong barriers to change. Such is the
background against which curriculum development has to be
viewed in Northern Ireland.

Language Needs of Schools and Industry

In recent years Northern Ireland, like the rest of the United
Kingdom of which it is politically a part, has been subject to
major educational changes. The most important innovations
which now confront teachers are the phasing in of the local
version of the Educational Reform Act and the introduction in
1987/88 of the General Certificate of Secondary Education
(GCSE) examination.

The GCSE is intended to replace both the General Certificate
of Education (GCE) and the less prestigious Certificate of
Secondary Education (CSE). The new examination is in-
tended for all (or almost all) pupils; provision is made for
differences in aptitude and ability by allowing pupils to choose
the language skills in which they wish to specialise, and the
level (either Basic or Higher) at which they wish to be exam-
ined. The language syllabus for the present Northern Ireland
Schools Examinations Council GCSE (NISEC, 1987) is based
on the communicative competence movement arising out of
the pioneering work of the Council of Europe; course content
is specified not merely in terms of grammatical structures to be
learned, but in terms of functions such as 'greeting', 'express-
ing thanks/ approval/ disapproval' etc., and notions such as
state, space, time, measurement and evaluation. Although

many subjects include an element of teacher-assessed course-
work, this is not true of modem languages. Instead, there is an
oral examination which is conducted by teachers (specially
trained for the job), and monitored overall by an external
moderator. The GCSE is predicated on a system of compre-
hensive education such as exists across the water, the examin-
ation is pupil-centred, and the process of assessment is in-
tended to be a positive one emphasising what a child 'knows,
understands and can do'. Its ethos is democratic in that an
attempt is made to allow people to display their strengths rather
than their weaknesses. There is an obvious mismatch between
this ethos and the selective NI educational system which strati-
fies its schools and values competition rather than co-opera-
tion. The introduction of GCSE into Northern Ireland is one of
a number of national changes which will inevitably affect lan-
guage teaching.

A further source of far-reaching change in the United Kingdom
education system is provided by the Educational Reform Act
(ERA) of 1988, which in chapter 1 sets out procedures fer
establishing a National Curriculum in England and Wales. It
attempts to inti oduce breadth and balance into pupils' educa-
tion, and will be associated with a nationwide system of testing
at ages 7, 11, 14 and 16 for most pupils, except those with
special needs. These tests will be marked on the basis of
national attainment targets, the aggregated results of which
will be published at all assessment stages except the first (age
7 in England and Wales) 'so that the public can make informed
judgements about attainment in a school or LEA' (DES, 1989:
para 6.4).

Scotland and Northern Ireland are both to have their special
equivalents of the Reform Act, so as to take account of local
circumstances. In NI, this is the Education Reform (Northern
Ireland) Order 1989, a consultation paper which, after only
minor changes, has now become law. Since the text of the final
Order was not available at the time of writing, references in the
present article are to the Draft Order. It lists the following
compulsory areas of study: English, Mathematics, Science and
Technology, the Environment and Society, Creative and Ex-
pressive Studies, and Language Studies. Study of a foreign
language is to become compulsory for all pupils at post-
primary stage, and the subject will be formally assessed.
Grant-aided NI schools must also promote the following cross-
curricular themes, namely: Education for Mutual Understand-
ing, Cultural Heritage, Information Technology, Health Edu-
cation, and in key stages 3-4 (age 11-16) Economic Aware-
ness, and Careers Education. (Similar but not identical themes
form part of the curriculum for England and Wales (cf.DES,
1989: article 3.8).) In NI, Irish as a medium is expected to be
a major contributory subject tp the first two cross-curricular
themes, but rather surprisingly, 'language studies' in general
are not expected to make a contribution to any of the themes
except Careers Education (NICC 'Update', November, 1989).

The NI Draft Order contains certain other provisions which,
although they do not explicitly relate to languages, nonetheless
have implications for language policy in Northern Ireland.
The most important of these is the arrangement for parental
choice of schools. Under the new Order, all parents have the
right to express a preference as to where they wish their child
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to be educated (NI Draft Order, 1S89: Article 36). Parental
preference can, however, be overridden if the preferred school
is a grammar school, and compliance with such preference
could be detrimental to the child's educational interests (ibid.:
(4b)). This means that if a child's attainment at age 11 were of
such a low standard as to lead a grammar school to the view that
s/he would not perform satisfactorily there, then that school
could refuse to accept him/ her. The schools' numbers are
fixed by the Department of Education (Northern Ireland)
(DENI) (ibid.: Article. 40 (1)), and in determining admissions
quotas, DENT may have regard to demand for entry to a
particular school (ibid.: Article 41 (4b)).

The overall effect of the new legislation is to make the schools
compete for pupils. If the demand for entry to a particular
school is small, this may result in a reduction of its admissions
quota allocation from the DENT, with corresponding effects on
the school's medium/ long-term viability. The grammar
schools are much better placed than the secondary intermedi-
ate schools to dominate the field in a competitive market.
Their admissions policies could go in either of two directions.
In order to achieve good academic results which will enhance
their market value and recruiting power, some of them may
confine their intake to the academically most able, leaving the
secondary schools to mop up what remains (which is broadly
what happens at present). Teachers in the less academic
schools would then be faced with a stagnant situation in which
their possibilities of promotion would decline and their most
able pupils be lost to them.

Alternatively, the grammar schools could simultaneously seek
security and try to serve the market by admitting large pupil
numbers; the only limitations on them doing so are DENI's
overall control, and their own ability to function efficiently
under the weight of such numbers. Since they are the most
prestigious schools in the North, this seems a likely scenario.
The operation of parental choice will probably ensure the
continuing buoyancy of recruitment to grammar schools, making
it difficult for them to resist consumer demand by reining in
their numbers to favour quality of intake rather than quantity.
However, regardless of whether the grammar schools come out
in favour of expansionism or restriction, the new developments
will lead to problems in the system as a whole so far as
language-teaching is concerned.

The implications of the NI Draft Order for language teaching
must be viewed against the background of existing provision.
At present, only about a third of the 15 year-old population
enter for a certificate examination in French, Northern Ire-
land's dominant foreign language (see Table One below).
Most grammar schools have hitherto insisted that their pupils
should take at least one language to age sixteen. Secondary
schools do indeed teach languages, but are much more likely
than grammar schools to allow their pupils to give up studying
them, in favour of more apparently 'useful' subjects such as
technical drawing and home economics. Sutherland and
Gallagher (1987) in a study of those pupils who performed at
marginal level in the transfer test found that in post-primary
school, the grammar school pupils spent longer on languages
other than English, and the secondary pupils, especially the
boys, spent more time on technology. In first form, all
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grammar school pupils were studying a second 'other' lan-
guage as compared with only half the secondary pupils. In
fourth and fifth forms, all but one of the sixteen grammar
schools in the sample offered at least three 'other' languages,
but half the secondary schools offered only French, which
might sometimes be available at the expense of a social
science. In fifth form, fewer than one third of the secondary
pupils but more than four-fifths of those in grammar schools
were studying a language other than English (Sutherland,
1988).

Now, however, the Common Curriculum insists that all pupils
in post-primary ..;liools (except those with special educational
needs) should do a foreign language. If its demands are to be
met, there will have to be a massive expansion in numbers of
pupils obliged to take a foreign language in all post-primary
schools, but most particularly in secondary schools. This
creates an inescapable pressure to increase the number of
language teachers in the province. Teachers must have the
requisite academic expertise and training to be able to educate
their pupils effectively. If more languages graduates are to be
channelled back into the school system, then it will inevitably
be necessary to increase the quotas for modern language
teachers in the Postgraduate Certificate in Education (PGCE)
offered by the institutions of higher education in Northern
Ireland. Since such courses are generally over-subscribed at
the moment, it should not be too difficult to recruit an increased
number of suitable students to the teacher training courses;
once the province's own needs are met, it might even be in a
position to expand PGCE quota numbers to the point where it
could 'export' some of its young trained teachers to Great
Britain to help alleviate the teacher shortages there. Certainly,
unless the overall number of teachers is increased, it will not be
possible to accomplish the satisfactory 'delivery' of languages
within the National Curriculum in the NI school system.

The planned expansion in numbers of pupils taking languages
is bound to give rise to tensions among teachers and motiv-
ational problems among learners.This will happen no matter
what way the logistics of parental choice operate. If the
grammar schools pursue expansionism, and this results in them
recruiting relatively large numbers of unqualified pupils, they
are likely to find themselves with a wider spectrum of pupil
ability than they have been used to; in terms of their teachers'
repertoire of pedagogical techniques they will find themselves
ill-equipped to deal with less able or less motivated pupils.

In a similar vein, the demand that all pupils be offered a foreign
language will cause problems for the secondary schools (even
on the assumption of no change in existing pupil numbers).
Since many children have come to the secondary schools by
default as it were, they are likely to be difficult to motivate,
especially in a language subject; since they already speak a
world language of very wide usage, many of them will see no
immediate use for a second one. The Ulster Teachers' Union
in its response to the reform proposals (UTU, 1989) emphati-
cally states its view that a foreign language should not be an
obligatory area of study fo- all pupils from 11-16; it rejects this
requirement for pupils of low ability on the grounds that such
an imposition demonstrates the Government's failure to priori-
tise the educational needs of such pupils.
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The policy of the DES is to increase the range of languages
taken by secondary school pupils (DES, 1989). The Lingua
programme of the European Community likewise attaches
great importance to encouraging competence in the lesser used
and least taught languages of its member states. Yet Table One
indicates that French is by far the most commonly taught
language in NI; in 1987/ 88 it was taken at '0' level by 32.7%
of the 15 year-old population (the highest percentage since
1978/79). The numbers of pupils taking languages other than
French are very small indeed, so if Northern Ireland is to keep
up with national and international policy, much needs to be
done to diversify the languages offered in its schools.

Table One

Percentage of the 15 year old school population entering
for G.C.E examinations at '0' and 'A' levels in

certain languages

Language
1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88'

'0"A"0"A' 'O "A"0"A"O' 'A"0"A'
Irish 5.8 1.1 5.6 1.1 5.0 1.1 4S 1.0 4.4 1.0 5.7 1.0
French 30.7 4.7 283 4.5 28.4 4.6 26.4 4.5 27.0 4.4 32.7 43
German 3.8 0.9 3.4 0.9 3.1 0.9 2.8 0.8 3.0 0.7 3.2 0.8
Italian 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.5 0.1
Russian -
Spanish 3.6 0.9 3.6 0.9 3.5 0.9 3.2 1.1 3.4 1.1 3.5 1.0

Source: Department of Education (Northern Ireland), Statistics Branch.

I 1987/88 excludes other than Northern Ireland
examination results, as they are not available yet.

This need is further highlighted by available evidence about
the industrial and commercial needs of the province. Cham-
bers (1988/89) carried out an empirical survey (response rate
89%) in which she circularised 111 Northern Ireland compa-
nies known to be exporting to non English-speaking countries.
She found that 44% of the exporting companies (in particular
small firms) have no knowledge whatsoever of the languages
spoken in the countries to which they export goods. The
majority of the textile and engineering companies in her
sample have employees with some knowledge of a relevant
foreign language, whereas the majority of food, drink and
clothing companies have no such skills. Yet almost all these
exporters, most especially those selling textiles, are aware of
the importance of foreign language skills for exporters. The
companies export to countries in Europe, the Middle and Far
East, and Latin America. Those most frequently named as
export destinations are Germany (69 citations) and France (70
citations). Scandinavian countries and the Netherlands do not
constitute a linguistic problem, as their citizens generally have
excellent English which makes it easy to do business with
them. The major European languages in which a need for
tuition is felt are German, French, Spanish and Italian. Cham-
bers (ibid.:9) concludes: 'The traditional dominance of French
over European languages has left exporters to Germany, Spain
and other countries without adequately trained export staff.

This study of Northern Ireland's commercial needs for foreign
languages underlines still further the importance of diversify-
ing the provision of languages in NI schools. It also has
implications for third-level education; it will mean the devel-
opment of more ab initio language classes at the universities,
and may also involve sending young people across the water to
study some of the lesser-used languages offered at certain
institutions there. The framework of the Lingua programme
may offer an opportunity for practising foreign language
teachers to supplement their existing linguistic expertise by
undertaking in-service training courses in lesser-used lang-
uages.

The Position of Irish
It will be evident from Table One that it is not German but Irish
which is the second language after French in Northern Ireland.
Attainment in Irish is high when compared to other subjects,
both linguistic and non-linguistic. In 1987, it was the students
of Irish who achieved the best average for any subject in CSE
(NISEC Report, 1987). Their mean score on a five-point scale
in 1987 was 2.10 (with 1 as the highest and 5 as the lowest
mark), whereas the mean for all subjects was 2.92. It is true
that the number of pupils taking CSE Irish was small - 159 as
compared with 1,563 taking French, but the trend towards high
achievement in Irish is clear, and is confirmed by other figures.
Table Two indicates that at GCE '0' level, the percentage of
pupils attaining an A, B or C in Irish is consistently superior to
that in other languages.

Table Two

Northern Ireland GCE Examination Board
'0' level 1982-1987

Percentages of pupils obtaining Grades A, B and C
(Rank order of languages in brackets)

Irish French German Spanish

1982 81.6 (1) 64.4 (4) 74.1 (3) 76.1 (2)
1983 80.0 (1) 63.8 (4) 76.2 (3) 76.5 (2)
1984 81.1 (1) 64.0 (4) 77.0 (2) 74.3 (3)
1985 81.1 (1) 63.9 (4) 75.7 (3) 76.2 (2)
1986 80.2 (1) 68.6 (4) 79.2 (2) 74.6 (3)
1987 80.6 (1) 67.9 (4) 80.6 (1) 75.5 (3)

Source: Sixteenth Report of the Northern Ireland Schools Examina-
tions Council. Belfast, HMSO, 1987.
For 1982 cohort, information was provided by
Department of Education (Northern Ireland).

Even more remarkable, at 'A' level boys perform better in Irish
than girls. Table Three shows a comparison between the
percentages of males and the corresponding percentages of
females obtaining an A, B or C in various languages at GCE
'A' level; the cumulative percentages of the males' mean
scores for each year were subtracted from those of the females,
and the averages of the differences over the 1982-87 period
were then calculated; the 'plus' sign indicates higher scores by
girls, and it can be seen that whereas they out-perform boys in
French, German and Spanish, the opposite is true for Irish.
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Tat,ie Three

Male/female differences in achievement in
`A' level languages

(+ indicates a female superiority)

Language 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 Mean
Irish - 5.2 + 1.9 -12.3 -20.2 +4.9 N.A. -6.2M
French + 6.5 + 6.7 - 2.5 +2.2 +1.9 +5.3 +3.4F
German + 4.9 +6.1 +1.0 -5.2 N.A. +6.0 +2.6F
Spanish + 9.8 +22.2 +13.5 +0.6 +7.7 +6.5 +10.1F

This finding runs contrary to most of the national and interna-
tional sociolinguistic research which consistently indicates
that in European and Anglo-American culture, languages are
perceived as 'girls' subjects' in which the achievement of
females is normally superior to that of males (Burstall, 1974;
Dale, 1974; Lewis and Massad, 1975; Pritchard, 1987; Smith,
1970).

The causative factors underlying these good performances in
Irish are undoubtedly complex. It could be that people do not
choose to study it unless they are already interested and
enthusiastic, or it could be that Irish is marked less severely
than other subjects (there is, however, no reason to suppose this
to be true). An important and little known fact is that quite
large numbers of pupils from the Republic of Ireland take '0'
level Irish. Figures for the years 1985-89 are as follows (1):

1985 285
1986 278
1987 213

1988 230
1989 195

GCE '0' level

GCSE

Source: Northern Ireland Schools Examinations Council
(personal communication)

The proportion of Southern candidates obtaining top '0' level
grades is very high, and this must be taken into consideration
in interpreting the overall trends. It does not, however, account
for the good 'A' level Irish results, nor for the fact that boys do
especially well in the language. Clearly there are factors at
work here which at the very least merit further investigation.

Interest in the Irish language has steadi:y wen growing in the
Nationalist community from the 1960s onwards. It was given
a considerable impetus by the republican prisoners' campaign,
stimulated by the ending of political status in 1976 as a result
of which access to Irish language and cultural pursuits was
withdrawn (2). The prisoners in Long Kesh applied them-
selves more than ever to the study of Irish and Cnamh (1985)
estimates that of the 500-plus republican prisoners about half
spoke Irish fluently, and the rest reasonably well. The rise of
interest in Irish was further intensified by the hunger strikes, to
such an extent that the republican parts of the prison became
known with grim humour as the `Jailteacht.' (3).
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Many people in the Nationalist community would object
strongly to the Irish language being `claimed' by militant
republican factions, but the link between nationalism and the
Irish language has no doubt helped to imbue it with an ethos
which is motivational to many young Catholic boys in North-
ern Ireland, and puts it in a more attractive category than that
of modern continental languages. This may well constitute at
least a partial explanation for the high level of achievement in
Irish in Northern schools.

The renaissance of interest in the Irish language has helped to
secure for it a more prominent place in the curriculum than it
would have attained without the lobbying of the DENI that
took place when an early consultative draft of the Northern
Ireland educational reform proposals was published: `Educa-
tion reform in Northern Ireland - the way forward' (DENT,
1988). In paras. 2.14 to 2.16, the Government stated that all
guy ;Is would be required to take one of the major European
languages - French, Spanish or German - up to the age of 16;
Irish could be studied as an additional option, a position which
it was (incorrectly) stated was analogous to that of Welsh.
Many interest groups found this proposal unsatisfactory and
mounted a campaign to obtain for Irish a more important place
in the curriculum.

The advocates of Irish invoked earlier surveys of interest in the
language. One such study pre-dating the Education Reform
Act was carried out in West Belfast by a researcher from the
University of Ulster in association with Gldr na nGael (1984/
85). This short report, based on 223 respondents, found that
more men than women were learning Irish (60% males versus
40% females). The overwhelming majority of those surveyed
(91%) felt that schools were not doing enough to help people
learn Irish. The most popular reason for studying the language
was `to strengthen my Irish identity'(86% of the sample); when
asked to say what encouraged them to learn Irish, nearly 75%
cited an Irish medium school in the district, while the next most
popular answer (61%) was the H-Block protests. A second
survey of interest in Irish was carried out under the auspices of
Craobh Cholm Cille (the local branch of Conrail' na Gaeilge),
which in 1986 arranged for scheduled interviews to be con-
ducted in the city centre of Derry to investigate local people's
attitude to the language. The sample consisted of 400 subjects.
There was solid support for Irish being more widely used (63%
of respondents); 82.25% said that they would like to be able to
speak Irish themselves, and 80.5% wanted their children to be
able to speak it.

In 1987, the Government itself commissioned a survey of
knowledge, interest and ability in the Irish language in North-
ern Ireland (Sweeney, 1988), in which the conclusion was
reached that Irish is known, is of interest and is considered
important by a substantial proportion of the Catholic commu-
nity (most particularly its younger members), and that it is
more likely to be used in the home by both adults and children
than French, German or Spanish. As a further contribution to
the debate, the Education Committee of Comhaltas Uladh
(May 1988) published a document in which it underlined the
historical and literary importance of Irish, and emphasised its
role as the common cultural heritage of both Protestants and
Catholics. Attention was drawn to Irish influence on place-



names and surnames in the North - 'even' those of Protestants
like Mawhinney, McClure, McClelland, Callaghan etc. (Put-
ting `Mawhinney' first in the list was a little gibe at the Minister
of Education of the time whose name it was!). Micheal 6
Mairtin (1988), under the auspices of Comhaltas Uladh, pro-
duced a critique of the consultative paper, 'The way forward',
in which he demanded that Irish should have parity with
French, German and Spanish in the secondary school, and that
it should be accorded support services and affirmative action
similar to those given Welsh. The Social Democratic and
Labour Party invoked the terms of the Anglo -Irish Agreement
in its representations to the Government in favour of Irish, and
published a special policy paper (SDLP, 1988). Some teach-
ers' associations also joined the pro-Irish campaign, fearing
that jobs would be put in jeopardy if the Irish language were to
be marginalised in the reformed curriculum.

Finally, the intensive lobbying bore fruit. A more favourable
place was obtained for Irish in the Northern Ireland Curric-
ulum. As we have seen, the original proposal was that Irish
would have to be taken in addition to a modern continental
language (DENT, 1988: para.2.16). Now the situation is that
Irish can be taken instead of a modern continental language;
(note that all schools must make available either French,
German, Spanish or Italian); if, however, parents wish their
children to take both Irish and a continental language, then
additional space must be found in the timetable. At secondary
level (ages 11-16), every pupil must have the right to study
either French, German, Irish, Italian or Spanish (NI Draft
Order, 1989: Schedules 1 and 2).

Some advocates of Irish have demanded for it tl,ft same
curricular status as enjoyed by Welsh, but this ignores the fact
that, by an accident of history, Welsh has been linguistically
more `fortunate' than Irish. An important factor here is that, in
language planning terms, it was standardised and its orthogra-
phy was stabilised earlier than that of Irish (4). In the British
National Curriculum, Welsh constitutes a foundation subject
which must be studied in addition to a continental language,
unless a school specifically chooses to opt out of such curricu-
lar provision. In Northern Ireland, however, pupils are not
obliged as they are in Wales to take English, a modern conti-
nental language and a Celtic language. The fact that the
position of Irish is less advantageous than that of Welsh is, of
course, due not only to linguistic but also to political factors.
Irish is currently rejected by most Unionists, and it would
simply be unrealistic to insist that it should be a compulsory
language for Unionists and Nationalists right across the prov-
ince.

Northern Ireland is notorious as a community deeply divided
on political, religious and cultural grounds. At present, the
Irish language is regarded by the overwhelming majority of
Protestants as the exclusive preserve of the Nationalist com-
munity but, historic illy-speaking, this has not always been the
case (cf. Cooke, 19d8; Maguire, R, 1982; Maguire, G, 1986).
Lyons (1979) points out that the old Gaelic civilisation found
its last stronghold in Ulster, and (5 Snodaigh (1977:6-7) draws
attention to the large Gaelic-speaking element among the
Scottish Presbyterians who came to Ulster in the seventeenth
century. At that time, most of the Ulster population was Irish-

speaking; although in the late eighteenth century, education
policies unsympathetic to Irish were beginning to erode its
vitality, a number of societies such as the Belfast Harp Society
and the Belfast Reading Society were set up to revive and
perpetuate the ancient music and poetry of Ireland. For the first
30 years of the nineteenth century, Irish was still the home
language in some parts of Ulster (ibid.:14). Many Noncon-
formists had an affection for it, and in 1833 the Presbyterian
General Assembly issued for its teachers an introduction to
Irish, 'our sweet and memorable mother tongue' (ibid.:16).
Until the middle of the nineteenth century, it was quite accept-
able for a middle class Protestant to be a member of the Harp
Society or the Ulster Gaelic Society. After about 1860,
however, Irish began to become more and more associated in
the public mind with Catholicism, and when the Free State was
established, that association intensified. Gaelicism and Ca-
tholicism were used to help raise Nationalist consciousness in
the fledgling state, and this of course had the effect of alienat-
ing Northern Protestants. The emphasis upon compulsory Irish
`... conveyed to the northern Protestant mind an overpowering
impression of Catholicism, Gaelicism, and authoritarianism
triumphant and triumphalist' (Lyons, 1979:174).

We have already seen how the Irish language has been 'claimed'
as a political weapon by certain republican groups; this has
contributed to increase the hostility of the Protestant com-
munity towards a language which many of its forbears once
spoke and held in high esteem. It is therefore important to note
that, in contrast with those who promote the use of Irish as a
propaganda weapon, there are those in the North who support
the revival of Irish on cultural rather than political grounds.
One body which attempts to promote Irish as therultural
heritage of all sections of the Northern community is Gldr na
nGael. The title of the organisation meaning 'The Voice of the
Irish' comes from St. Patrick's Confession.. St. Patrick is a
saint acceptable to both the major religious persuasions on
both sides of the Border and, in keeping with the non-divisive
connotations of its name, the Belfast branch of the organisation
(founded in 1982) has resolutely pursued a policy of linguistic
ecumenism. In June 1989, an Irish language seminar was held
jointly by Glor na nGael and the Ulster People's College; the
success of this venture owed much to representation from the
Protestant community. In the report of the proceedings, Doran
(UPC, 1989) emphasises that historically it was often Protes-
tants who led the way in the preservation and cultivation of
Irish, and tries to nail the myth that Irish is the property only of
the Nationalist and Catholic community. Scott (ibid.) regrets
the use of Irish as a kind of heraldic symbol by Southern gov-
ernments, even when they themselves have come to reject it.
This, he believes, is mere exploitation of Irish as it does not
necessitate the actual use of the language at all, but is rather a
means of legitimising a political culture. He stresses how im-
portant it is not to expect Protestant speakers of the language
to hold the same values as Catholic Nationalists.

In the light of the different political attitudes in the North so
vividly illustrated by the polarisation of attitudes to the Irish
language, it is not surprising that there are serious difficulties
about the design and teaching of certain cross-curricular themes.
Waller (1932?:34) has called the school a `museum of virtue';
by this, he means that the school is expected to inculcate in
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children moral standards and social values which the larger
society has been unsuccessful in upholding in the adult com-
munity. In the context of the Common Curriculum, schools are
expected to contribute to the resolution of strife between
different political factions. Indeed, it has been pointed out
above that the study of Irish as a medium is supposed to make
a major contribution to the themes of Education for Mutual
Understanding (EMU) and Cultural Heritage. The fact that
these themes must be sustained in all schools, not only Irish-
medium ones, is a source. of dif faculty to many teachers. They
believe that it is unrealistic to expect the schools to heal rifts
which are the outcome of centuries of history; such is the in-
transigeance of some parents that teachers have been physi-
cally threatened for attempting to teach tolerance and under-
standing for the 'other point of view'. The Ulster Teachers'
Union has expressed grave disquiet about the afore-mentioned
cross-curricular themes, and many parents are said to be
openly hostile to the concept of EMU (TES, 1989).

It is a truism in pedagogical theory that an educator ought to
use a child's immediate environment and life-experience as a
basis for the elaboration of further knowledge, but the endorse-
ment of unionist integrationism by the Protestant community
in Northern Ireland is such that it has usually preferred its
young people to learn about the history and geography of
England rather than of its own locality. This attitude vitiated
attempts in the 1950s to set up a Schools Broadcasting Council
(SBC) for the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) in
Northern Ireland. It was felt that `...it would be a mistake to
regard Northern Ireland as in any way different from England'
and that `...productions from Great Britain were all that the
pupils in Northern Ireland's schools needed' (Cathcart 1984:175).
Despite earlier opposition, however, an SBC was set up in 1978
with a commitment to support the teaching of Irish. In 1983,
an Irish language producer was appointed by the BBC to
organise and help execute a three-year cycle of 'Irish Studies'
programmes for schools. Cathcart (ibid.:253-4) points out the
irony of the fact that the Republic of Ireland's Department of
Education had by then abandoned all financial support for
school broadcasting including Irish language programmes.

The barriers to the de-politicisation of the Irish language in the
North are enormous and deeply entrenched, but things are
slowly changing - partly as a result of supra-national initia-
tives. Support for minority languages is very much part of the
spirit of the age, and is being promoted in the context of the
Lingua programme; the European Bureau for Lesser Used
Languages (EBLUL) has visited Northern Ireland and has
reported on the linguistic situation there (Contact, August
1986); progress on broadcasting in Irish is expected from the
Anglo-Irish agreement (Contact, April 1987); the British gov-
ernment has given financial support to an Irish-medium prim-
ary school; environmental studies based on local culture are
now popular in schools on both sides of the political divide. A
recent governmental initiative is the Ultach Trust which is
funded by the Northern Ireland Office to promote the Irish
language and culture in the North. The word `Ultach' is an
acronym standing for 'Ulster Language, Traditions and Cul-
ture'. In an attempt to broaden interest in the :rish language,
the Board of Trustees is to consist of almost equal numbers of
Protestants and Catholics. The agency is to act as an informa-
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tion centre for Irish language activities, to liaise between
government and Irish language activists, and also to work with
the EBLUL. Notwithstanding these efforts, there is no escap-
ing the fact that individuals' feelings of national identity are
subjective rather than objective and, when desired, can be
sustained on a voluntary basis, largely independent of any
factual correlates. As the playwright Brian Friel puts it:

is not the literal past, the "facts" of history, that shape
us, but images of the past embodied in language.'
Translations, 1980.

The Irish language was once regarded as the heritage of the
entire Northern community; now it is rejected by the majority
of that community and it will certainly take a very long time
before it is again accepted and valued by everyone.

English as a Second and Foreign Language

It has been pointed out by de Paor (1988) that the achievement
of cultural tolerance in Ireland has been rendered very prob-
lematic by the unusually homogeneous character of its popul-
ation. Nevertheless, so many immigrants have come to Ireland,
both North and South, that de Paor (ibid.:195) considers it
appropriate to refer to 'peoples' of Ireland in the plural rather
than in the singular. He emphasises that throughout the ages
many population groups, distinct from one other in origin, in
speech, in faith, and in culture have come to the country; Darby
(1988) has written of the rich contribution which twentieth-
century settlers have made to Irish life on both sides of the
border. Existing trends towards a pluralistic society are certain
to gather momentum in the light of current international devel-
opments such as the projected Single Europe, due to come into
being in 1992. Such trends have implications for policy
regarding the English language in the Nurth.

The population of Northern Ireland includes a number of
foreign elements, some of whom intend to reside there for
limited periods and some on a permanent basis. In the former
category are incoming workers, sometimes arriving under the
auspices of the Industrial Development Board, and students on
school/ university visits/ exchanges. Notable in the latter
category are the Vietnamese refugees to Craigavon whose
problems have been chronicled by Kernaghan (1986). These
people need courses in English as a Second Language (ESL).
At present, such courses are being offered on a regular basis by
a small number of Further Education (FE) colleges, but al-
though the level of demand for ESL courses is slowly gaining
momentum, provision is ad hoc and many FE teachers feel ill-
equipped for their task. The needs of bilingual pupils are,
however, specifically mentioned in the draft document which
has been drawn up to help establish core content in English for
the NI Curriculum (EWG, October 1989:95), so it is likely that
English as a Foreign Language (EFL) will become more
important in future.

Catering to the English language needs of visitors or im-
migrants to Northern Ireland is one thing, but looking on the
English language as a 'product' for export is quite another.
English could be viewed as an important national resource on
a par with technical skill or mineral deposits or water power



(cf. Thorburn, 1971). It is already a multi-million pound
business throughout the world, and it is interesting to note that
in the South of Ireland the teaching of English as a Foreign
Language is being energetically cultivated on a commercial
basis. A recent issue of the English Language Teaching
Gazette (November, 1989) provides a major feature on EFL in
Ireland and on page 16 lists fifteen language schools in various
parts of the country. Admittedly, the continuing existence of
the Troubles makes it difficult for Northern Ireland to be as
attractive to foreigners as the Republic, but the success of
recent summer schools held at the Queen's University of
Belfast (QUB) shows that it is possible to break through this
barrier; once goodwill has been built up, students can be drawn
in increasing numbers from a particular foreign location.

Both Universities in the North have a commitment to EFL
teacher training: the QUB runs a part-time extra-mural course
which is well subscribed; the University of Ulster at Coleraine
(UUC) pioneered the field with its year-long full-time Post-
graduate Diploma in the Teaching of English as a Foreign Lan-
guage (Dip. TEFL), which has contributed qualified staff to
QUB extra-mural and summer courses (as well as to a wide
variety of foreign countries). The UUC Diploma, which was
the first of its kind in Ireland, has now been linked with a
Master's degree by dissertation, entry to which is open to those
reaching a satisfactory standard in the UUC Diploma and to
those from other institutions holding a qualification equivalent
to the UUC Dip. TEFL. At present, Dip. TEFL holders are not
allowed to teach in state schools in Northern Ireland because
their qualification is not identical to a PGCE. Most are
employed abroad; some, however, find employment in state
schools in Great Britain or on c. rtmporary, substitute basis at
home. In GB, moves are being made to liberalise entry to the
teaching body and diversify experience within it by instigating
a system of licensed teachers; it would seem a progressive step
if some similar structure were to be formalised in NI which
would permit TEFLers to teach English at home as well as
abroad. There will certainly be an increasing need for TEFL
qualifications and experience in the future; already, provision
for teaching English to overseas students needs to be expanded
at the universities because of the growth of international ex-
change programmes such as ERASMUS. A possible way
forward might be to integrate certain TEFL modules as an
option within a PGCE structure, as is the practice at the
University of London.

Due to the fortuitous fact that its citizens' mother tongue is one
of the most successful international languages which has ever
existed, there may be a temptation for the people of Northern
Ireland to be lazy about language learning. It is all tooeasy for
those who live in a predominantly monolingual society to
forget that in most countries bilingualism is the rule rather than
the exception. Modern communications and political develop-
ments will make it increasingly necessary for ordinary people
to master more than one language; those who are unwilling to
acquire this facility will find themselves out of tune with the
spirit of the modern European age; they may also find attrac-
tive career possibilities closed to them. For these simple
pragmatic reasons, (as well as for the deeper purpose of
cultural enrichment), language policy deserves the serious

attention of both the governmental authorities and the com-
mercial sector in the North.

Footnotes

(1) Prior to 1985, the candidates from the Republic taking '0'
level Irish did so on the borrowed papers scheme through
the London Board and therefore do not appear on the
statistics of the Northern Ireland Schools Examinations
Council.

(2) The teaching of Irish has now been re-instated in Northern
Irish prisons, and some o, the prison officers are also
learning the language.

(3) This is a pun on 'Caeltacht' - Irish - speaking area

(4) Some important milestones in the codification of Welsh
were the publication of William Salesbury's Dictionary in
1547, Gruffydd Robert's Grammar (1567) and the trans-
lations of the Bible and the Book of Common Prayer into
Welsh, authorised by Act of Parliament in 1563 (Jones,
1966).
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New Dille= in Spanish

Students of Spanish in Ireland can now sit an examination in this country to obtain a language
certificate that is officially recognised by the Spanish Department of Elication.

The Spanish Cultural Institute has been appointed as the Examination Centre for Ireland for the
Diplomas in Spanish as a Foreign Language issued by the Spanish Department of Education. These
examinations will be invaluable to any Irish person who is planning to work or study in Spain or any
Spanish-speaking country.

The examinations will take place twice yearly, in June and November, and are open to all.

For further information please contact:

Examinations Board
Spanish Cultural Institute
58 Northumberland Road

Dublin 4
Tel. 682024
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FORMULATING A NATIONAL LANGUAGE
POLICY IN THE EMERGING

EUROPEAN CONTEXT:
SOME PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

Padraig 6 Riagain and Micheal 6 Gliasdin

Although reference to the 'European Dimension' has now
become de rigueur in discussions of national language policy,
it is by no means clear what this dimension may imply. This
short paper cannot consider all aspects of the issue but will
discuss, in a preliminary way, three related questions that can
hardly be avoided in any inquiry into language policy for
schools. The first compares Ireland's young population with
their EC counterparts as regards languages studied and lan-
guage competence; the second examines the views and role of
the EC on these matters; and the third examines Ireland's
particular language needs in the context of our economic and
social links with European countries. We will show that while
changes are occurring, neither their magnitude nor direction
suggest a need for any major adaptation of the relative impor-
tance currently ascribed to languages in Irish schools.

The Present Pattern of Language Teaching in
Europe

Due to the diverse education systems in EC member states and
the way in which language statistics are collected, it is not easy
to assemble a comprehensive summary table which allows
unambiguous international comparisons of the relative posi-
tions of languages in the populations and education systems of
member states to be shown (see van Els and Extra, 1987 and
van Els, 1988). For this reason, we will rely here mainly on a
survey conducted by the Commission of the European Com-
munities in 1987 among a sample of about 7,000 15-24 year
olds in all twelve countries of the Community (EC, 1989). This
wide-ranging survey included a number of questions on the
languages spoken and learned by the respondents, where and
why they learned them, and what languages they would now
like to learn. The survey is limited in some significant
respects; however, having cross-checked some of the main
parameters against other sources (cited below) we feel that the
overall picture presented in the survey is broadly accurate.

It may help, at the outset, to note that the most widely spoken
languages in the home:: of this European sample were: English
and German (19% each), French and Italian (17% each) and
Spanish (12%). These percentages correspond very closely to
the distribution of population in the various language areas.
However, the main languages that are being studied by these
young Europeans (when mother-tongue languages are ex-
cluded) are English (60%) and French (42%).

The third most frequently studied language, German (19%),
falls some way behind. Apart from being the mother-tongue of
two member states, English is now the main foreign language
studied in seven of the remaining ten states.

French is generally the next most popular language after
English, although German assumes this position in some
northern countries.

The survey also included a question about the respondents'
capacity to speak a language 'well enough to take part in a con-
versation'. While the presentation of the results in the report
is somewhat confusing, the data appear to suggest that about
60% of those who had studied English as a second language
claimed the ability to conduct a conversation in that language,
with the figures for French and German somewhat lower at
about 40%. (Incidentally, independent sources suggest that
about 45% of this age cohort in Ireland achieve fluency in Irish
as a second language - see CLAR, 1975, Table 3.13; CSO,
1985, Table 5; CCP, 1986, Figure 2). Thus, when the report
combined those who could speak a language either as their
mother-tongue or as a second language, 52% of young Europe-
ans were reported as being able to speak English. This is
almost the equivalent of the combined total for French (31%)
and German (26%) speakers. By contrast, these three lan-
guages clustered much closer together among those aged 25
and over (32%, 26%, 25% respectively) in another EC survey
conducted at the same time (EC, 1987). Thus the main inter-
generational change that has occurred has been to enhance the
status of English.

However, the question of the number of languages studied by
young Europeans is rather problematical. Even in this compre-
hensive EC report, there is an unresolved inconsistency in the
way `foreign' languages are defined. In places, 'foreign'
appears to imply any EC language other than the home lan-
guage. This criterion would, of course, include Irish as a
`foreign' language for most Irish people. Elsewhere in the
report, however, there is a clear implication that 'foreign'
language means one of the nine working languages of the EC
other than the home language. This criterion would exclude
irish. The report did not resolve this difficulty with the result
mat data on Irish, and other languages not classified as EC
working languages, were inconsistently and inadequately col-
lected and analysed.

Despite these inconsistencies and ambiguities however, the
report clearly shows that the percentage of Irish 15-24 year
olds who had studied one 'foreign' language was only margin-
ally below the European average, while the percentage who
had studied more than one 'foreign' language was somewhat
above average.

On the other hand, with regard to the number of 'foreign'
languages which the cohort claimed to be able to speak, Ireland
shares the bottom of the EC league with the UK and Italy; but
this is not surprising given that the report seriously understates
ability to speak Irish and ignores the substantial bilingual and
multilingual communities in the UK and Italy which are fluent
in a wide variety of languages (see, for example, Campbell-
Platt, 1976; IDET, 1986). This stress on the definition of
'foreign language' is not a mere academic quibble but is
indicative of a deep and fundamental ambiguity in the EC
approach to the language issue. We will return to this question
in our next section.
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On other counts, it is clear that Ireland is broadly in line with
the average for EC n- .-..inber states (c.f. Ireland, 1986; EC,
1988a: 97; Eurydice, 1989). Thus, for example, most knowl-
edge of foreign languages is acquired at school and the teach-
ing of foreign languages does not normally begin until post-
primary level. Furthermore, the languages taught in Irish
schools include all of the three most widely taught languages
in Europe - English, French and German. English is the
mother-tongue of most Irish children; the proportions studying
French are considerably above the European average (67%
compared to 42%), while the proportions studying German are
somewhat lower (11% compared to 19%). Finally, Ireland is
also in line with the EC as a whole insofar as French is a marked
'female' subject to a much greater extent than other second
languages.

The European Community Perspective

Although the European Community has detailed policies to
integrate the fragmented economies of member states into one
internal market, it has not sought so far to develop a compre-
hensive and fully articulated policy to deal with the linguistic
dimension of integration. The initial thrust of policy seemed
to suggest a separation of cultural and economic matters. From
the outset, the EC has meticulously accorded equal ' working
language' status to all of the official languages of member
states (with the exception of Irish and Luxembourgish) in its
institutions and operations, even though this has burdened it
with truly massive translation and associated costs. This 'testifies
to a certain language policy' as one commentator puts it
(Coulmas, 1989); but the same author wonders how much
longer the EC can continue to literally buy its way past
language barriers and avoid the need to develop a more
selective policy.

The Community position with regard to the language policies
of its member states is, in contrast, quite ambiguous, although
certain tendencies may be noted. The general thrust of the EC
to elitr 'nate barriers to mobility and communication has inev-
itably pushed it into some explicit and implicit rules relating to
language, the underlying principle of which appears to be that
language should not constitute an obstacle to transfrontier
mobility. Examples include rules on the labelling of consumer
producis, language use in transfrontier television, linguistic
proficiency requirements, the directive on mother tongue
education for the children of migrant workers from EC mem-
ber states, and more recently, the Lingua programme (De
Witte, 1989). It is of particular interest that the basic Commu-
nity objective of market integration is clearly indicated in the
preamble of the Lingua Decision: 'the establishment of the
internal market should be facilitated by the quantitative and
qualitative improvement of foreign language teaching and
learning within the Community to enable the Community's
citizens to communic ,vith each other and to overcome
linguistic difficulties each impede the free movement of
persons, goods, services, and capital'. (Official Journal, 1989:
24).

The tendency in all of these measures is to create a kind of
'market' for languages similar to the ones being created for
capital and labour. 'The question is then whether this should

be an entirely unregulated market or whether Community rules
allow for the regulation of this market mechanism by preferen-
tial policies ... in favour of specific, national or regional
languages' (De Witte, 1989).

The prospect here is still rather unclear. Although the Lingua
programme is clearly linked to the integration issue, it is also
committed to 'preserving the linguistic diversity and cultural
wealth of Europe' and thereby seeks to promote 'the diversifi-
cation of the teaching and learning of languages' (Official
Journal, 1989:24). This articulates the rhetoric of another EC
tendency - best expressed, perhaps, in its Regional Policy -
which seeks to compensate against the inevitable centripetal
processes of the Common Market itself. While the Lingua
programme does not indicate how these conflicting policies
are to be reconciled, the establishment of the European Bureau
for Lesser-Used Languages and the decision of the European
Court of Justice in the Groener case (which upheld the right of
the Irish authorities to insist on a knowledge of Irish in the case
of a Dutch national seeking permanent appointment to the
teaching staff of the College of Marketing and Design) may
indicate that the Community is prepared not to insist on the
totally unfettered operation of market forces, especially in the
case of languages whose distribution lie:: within a national
boundary.

However, these tendencies hardly add up to a genuine policy
on behalf of either the so-called 'lesser used languages' or even
of the smaller Community working languages (Danish, Greek,
Portuguese, Dutch). The Lingua programme, particularly in
its operational directives, suggests a laissez-faire approach to
the issue. But at a time when English is gaining ground as the
standard second language taught in European schools and
appears to be increasingly used in the publishing industry
(Ammon, 1989), media (Collins, 1989) and commercial life
generally (Berns, 1988), the most likely consequence of this
approach will be the eventual alignment of Lingua with the
trends favouring English.

Economic and Social Links with Europe

Although the EC so far has not introduced an explicit policy for
languages, international economic and social processes, in-
creasingly involving the EC and its institutions, will have
implicit consequences for educational programmes and for
languages. Thus it is frequently argued that a vastly extended
foreign language programme is necessary for 'practical' rea-
sons. These relate mainly to trade, tourism, investment and
emigration. This section will therefore attempt to sketch some
of the parameters involved.

After nearly two decades of EC membership, about half (47%)
of Ireland's exports to EC countries still go to the UK. Indeed,
the European Orientation Programme of the Confederation of
Irish Industry acknowledges that 'Ireland's traditional export
market has been the United Kingdom and it will probably
always remain our number one market' (CII, 1988). No other
EC country accounts for more than 15% and most account for
less than 10%. However, Ireland has a trading surplus with
every EC country except tne UK (and, to a minimal extent,
Portugal). In fact, Ireland's major trading deficits are with
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English-speaking Britain and the USA - and like most other
countries, with Japan. This suggests that 'close ties' and
mastery of the trading partner's language do not automatically
produce trading surpluses for small economies such as Ireland.
On the contrary, the fact that we have a substantial trading
surplus with the smaller English speaking economies of North-
ern Ireland, Canada and Australia suggests that other factors
besides language are involved. (Data on Ireland's external
trade are based on CSO, 1988, Tables 6.2 and 6.3).

This point can be developed further. Within the English
language bloc, there are yet more complex relationships be-
tween trading patterns and economic development. For ex-
ample, two of the economies with which we have the largest
trade deficits, the USA and the UK, are also the two major
overseas investors in Irish industry (S KC, 1987: 18). Although
jobs are thereby provided in Ireland, profit repatriation and
other linkages between parent and branch firms greatly influ-
ence the nature of the economic relationship.. While similar
processes apply with regard to our other major trading and
investment partners, Japan and Germany, the point of interest
is that these complex relationships are to be found even when
the language factor is controlled.

With regard to 'invisible trade', Britain and North America
contribute about thr'e quarters of our tourist revenue, valued at
slightly more than our trading losses with the UK and Japan
combined (Bord Failte, 1988; CSO, 1988). On the other hand,
as has recently been pointed out (Murray and Wickham 1990)
emigration, particularly among university graduates, may be
seen as effectively subsidising the labour training costs of other
countries. Such costs can be very considerable. For example,
the cost of educating those Irish higher education award
recipients who emigrate (over 80% of whom go to Britain and
North America) is equivalent to our trading surpluses with
Spain, Greece and Denmark combined (Diggens, 1988; HEA,
1988; CSO, 1988). It is interesting in this context to note the
suggestion of the National Economic and Social Council
(NESC 1989: 514) that 'a unified integrated labour market will
require positive policies to co-ordinate and possibly harmonise
training and education systems' - the purpose of this recom-
mendation being to provide a mechanism which could com-
pensate precisely for the kind of inequities just noted.

Overall, the limited data available from the European Com-
mission sugges. that over 95% of all Irish emigrants go to
English-speaking countries and that two thirds of the small
number who go to mainland EC countries are in the most English-
proficient countries: Germany (47%) and The Netherlands
(17%). Only 12% go to France although, as noted earlier,
French is by far the most widely taught foreign language in
Ireland. In other words, there would appear to be very little re-
lationship between the patterns of foreign language learning
and subsequent patterns of emigration.

Predicting changes in these patterns over the coming decade is
not easy, and despite all the publicity surrounding the forth-
coming changes within the EC, the Community is extremely
reticent to project likely shifts in patterns of capital and labour
mobility (EC, 1988b). The report of the National Economic
and Social Council (NESC, 1989) is likewise uninformative on
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these issues, although it is clearly apprehensive about the
possibility that the changes in the EC will further marginalise
the Irish economy. Recent events in eastern Europe may shift
the economic centre of gravity further eastwards and further
away from Ireland. While these are matters for the future to
decide, it is unlikely that long established patterns will change
quickly.

Conclusion

In summary, therefore, our brief survey suggests that the
European Community, given the shape of its present policy, is
not likely to try to unduly influence the language policies and
practices of member states. A broad comparison of the
patterns of language learning among Irish and European youth
does not indicate any major discrepancies; nor do our present
trade and migration linkages suggest any serious language
shortcomings. In fact, the weak relationship between socio-
economic patterns and the pattern of foreign language teaching
strongly suggests that language teaching programmes are not
in themselves very significant in determining the scale or
direction of the flows of capital or labour. The relationships
between languages and socioeconomic variables are by no
means clearcut and need to be assessed in a way that is 'ridded
of ideological cobwebs' (Coulmas, 1989: 31; see also Fishman
and Solano, 1989, for a fuller discussion of this issue).

Nonetheless, despite the unsatisfactory state of the data, it
would appear that long-term adjustments are taking place in
Europe and Ireland in respect of the numbers of young people
studying languages and the number and selection of languages
studied. We have not examined all aspects of these changes in
this paper, mostly because the relevant information is not
readily obtainable. There is a clear need for more reliable
information on patterns of language learning and language use
across Europe and on the way these patterns link in to processes
of labour and capital mobility. Whereas it appears probable
that changes in language patterns are only partly responding to
the factors discussed in this paper, it still remains a matter of
some importance to establish more exactly the size and tenden-
cies of these relationships.
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LEABHAIR NUA CHUGAINN/
NEW BOOKS RECEIVED

AineNIGhlinn: Mn a as an ngn...ith. SearnasO Maitia: Misteirf
mera. An Gam, 1990. f1.95 an ceann.

Seo dha leabhar neamhfhicsin as sraith pictidrleabhar do
dhdagdirf. Duaisleabhar Oireachtais is ea leabhar .Mine Ni
Ghlinn, cnuasach beathaisn6is leithoidi Alice Kyteler, Bidi
Early, Mary Aikenhead agus Constance Markievicz in Eirinn
agus Florence Nightingale, Marie Curie, Helen Keller agus
mnd eile i gcriocha thar lear.

Cuid acu, nil aon iomra sa tir seo orthu, feach Carry Nation as
Kansas, mar shampla, bean ghroi a d'fhear cogadh fiochmhar
ar an 61agus a bhiodh ag rdabadh agus ag scrios tithe tabhaime,
na ar Nellie Bly, ceannr6dai iriseoireachta a cailleadh i 1922.

Cur sios ar eachtrai aisteacha a tharla agus ata gan minis f6s ata
i `Misteiri mora': an Marie Celeste, mallacht Thdtancamdin,
srl.

Ta geargha le leabhair den chineal seo do dhdagoiri. StIl
shimpli fheidhmitlil a chleachtaftear iontu. Ba mhaith
smaoineamh aistriti Bearla ar na heochairfhocail a chur ar im ill
na leathanach i leaba gnathfhoclora ag deireadh an leabhair.
B' fhiti banlil na leitheoiri a fhail air seo. Ta na 16araidi le Peter
Haigh thar ban.

Doiminic McQuillan agus .Eamon Stack: Carsafgno, cuid 1.
Maireachtdil agus an calm eacnamafochta agus gno. An
Gum, 1990. f4.95.

Aistrid 6 seo ar Business matters. Dha chuid ata sa leagan
Gaeilge, agus seo an chdad chuid. Sa Ghdm fdin a tiantaiodh
go Gaeilge 6 agus ni mor a ra gur aistrid criochndil ata curtha
ar fail. Is cdis misnigh do chainteoiri Gaeilge tdarmaiocht
ghn6 agus oifige a bheith ar fail anois san Focloir Staideir
Chn6 a d'fhoilsigh an Gum i 1989. TA an tdannaiocht le
feiceail i gcomhthdacs sa leabhar seo. Ulm mhar chun tosaigh
6: to seilbh ag an nGaeilge anois ar rdimse eile de shaol an lae
inniu, rdimse a bhfuil baint ag gach uile dhuine leis.

Languages in the 1990s: proceedings of the MLTA' s third
national modern language convention, edited by Bebhinn O
Meadhra, Bill Richardson and Cormac 0 Cuilleanain. Dub-
lin, Modern Language Teachers' Association of Ireland in
association with Dublin City University, 1989.

The written record of the third Modern Language Convention
contains a varied collection of material, some long, mostly
short, which paints an accurate picture of the language teach-
ing situation in Ireland.

The proceedings are divided into keynote lectures, workshops,
of which there were sixteen, a panel discussion on practical
problems and a forum on issues of concern to the language
teachers' associations. Emphasis is on practical matters, and
this is to be welcomed.
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Professor Piepho puts his cards firmly on the table in his
keynote lecture, emphasising his commitment to a multilin-
gual and multicultural Europe 'where each citizen grows up
embedded in a vernacular language and culture, which may be
a small island of ethnic identity, but equipped with other
languages and the capacity to participate in several cultural
identities'. The topics chosen for comment are based on issues
on the programme of the SAME() symposium 'Language
teaching methodology for the nineties', held in April, 1989.
The issues in question (to mention but a few) range from
communicative language teaching, teaching of grammar and
learner-centred pedagogy to LSP, literature and language
teaching and teaching languages to special categories of learner
- adults, gifted and slow learners and the handicapped.

On the question of grammar, Piepho predicts the disappear-
ance of the dichotomy traditionally associated with the teach-
ing of grammar and the lexicon on the grounds that grammar
as well as vocabulary 'constitutes meaning in texts and should
therefore be dealt with in its potential of generating meaning'.

The teaching of culture presents problems. Piepho admits that
suitable techniques are not easy to find. Attention is also drawn
to the fact that learning about a 'foreign' culture inevitably
leads to examination of one's own!

Two topics not the subject of comment are literature and
language teaching (on the grounds that the subject is too wide
for brief comments), and technology, to which only a suppor-
tive function is ascribed, a view with which most teachers will
agree.

The last topic discussed is teaching languages to special
categories of learner. Piepho has been engaged in research on
teaching FL across the ability range, to the unmotivated and to
physically and mentally handicapped people. For him it is a
key socio-political issue. FL competence has always been part
of the education of the olite. Today, both intercultural aware-
ness and foreign languages should be an 'accepted component
of everybody's education and lifelong education in Europe'. A
commendable, but perhaps unrealistic aspiration for speakers
of widely-spoken languages; indeed, it recalls an incident in a
Netherlands school when an important French visitor had
occasion to congratulate one of the pupils on his excellence in
French. To which the pupil replied, 'Yes, I speak your
language, but why do you not speak mine?'

Altogether, this written version of what must have been a very
stimulating lecture will be useful reading for those who partici-
pated, as it will remind them of what was said, and for those
who did not, it will update their knowledge on current topics in
FL teaching and learning simply by reading these brief com-
ments by a recognised authority in the field.

The second keynote lecture, also by a recognised expert, is
devoted to the vexed question of grammar, the bane of both
teachers and students. Dr. Cook describes himself as a 'hard-
line applied linguist', who believes that language teachers
should be aware of developments in linguistics touching their
discipline, whether or not they accept them. The study of
grammar has made much progress in the last ten years, and



Cook here sets out to describe the linguist's approach to gram-
mar, contrasting it with 'traditional' grammar, equated with
structuralist applied grammar, and with descriptive applied
grammar. Both of these approaches have a long history in
language teaching.

The linguistic approach is based on Chomsky's distinction
between I-language, which is internal and introvert, the seat of
mental reality and grammatical competence, and E-language,
which is external and extrovert, the language actually pro-
duced and used in society, that of communicative competence.
Language teaching, in Cook's view, has concerned itself so far
only with E-language.

Among recent models of syntax with a bearing on language
teaching, Cook selects Chomsky's government binding the-
ory. It describes grammar on the basis of principles common
to all languages and a set of parameters in which they differ.
These parameters are easy for learners to grasp. Cook con-
cludes that many of the oddities of a language are not con-
nected with grammatical rules, but with the way words are
used with grammar. This approach leads ultimately to a re-
emphasis on the teaching of vocabulary. The implications for
learners' dictionaries are obvious.

In classroom terms, this approach looks rather like an ad-
vanced language awareness programme. Whether it would be
more successful in helping learners to learn is another ques-
tion; the proof of the pudding, after all, is in the eating... In the
meantime, one can but agree with the author that linguists'
grammars may indeed be of practical interest to teachers 'once
they can be in a form that is accessible to them'.

The workshop synopses cover a variety of topics. Among the
newer ones are the GCSE language syllabus in Northern
Ireland (Williams and Tracey), computers in the language
classroom (Cordon), foreign language in the primary school
(Hurley and Dorr) and multilingual learning in a remedial
stream (6 Meadhra). This last describes an attempt to get
slower pupils to learn a smattering of many languages to
improve their motivation. While it does seem to have been a
success, it certainly makes unusual demands on the teacher.
How many language teachers would have the skills and confi-
dence to become animators and innovators of the kind needed
for this undertaking?

The reports on issues facing the different languages are instruc-
tive. It is good to learn that the Association of Teachers of
Italian in Ireland is now independent of the UK body, and that
the situation of Italian is set to improve. The Minister for Edu-
cation's policy of promoting Italian by financing substitutes to
free 'dormant' Italian teachers so that they can devote more
time to teaching Italian has helped. It is to be hoped that the As-
sociation's initiative in organising its own fee-paying Leaving
Certificate course will have the result intended.

Spanish also is improving, although problems exist in theareas
of examinations, textbooks and inservice training for teachers
wishing to use the communicative approach.

While teachers of Irish welcome the new Junior Certificate
syllabus, the provision of an integrated curriculum from pri-
mary school entry to Leaving Certificate remains their ulti-
mate goal. Concern is also expressed regarding the lack of oral
assessment in the new examination.

The main worry of teachers of German is their inability to
respond to the unprecedented demand for the language in
schools in the last few years. Needed resources in personnel
and inservice training are not to be had.

Lack of inservice training is also a subject of concern to the
French Teachers' Association. It is revealing to see that the
Association perceives the current demand for German as a
threat to the status of French. It is difficult to believe that the
main foreign language studied in Irish schools would ever be
dislodged by another language. While the public mind is
fickle, geographical realities do not change. So take heart,
French teachers!

This publication faithfully reflects the current state of second
and foreign language teaching in Ireland. The MLTA are to be
congratulated on making it available to us.

It must be said that the lack of an ISBN on this book is a
departure from the proceedings of the second convention,
why? The cover also is fragile in the extreme - libraries would
need to send their copies to the binder before allowing them out
on loan.
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NOTICES OF LECTURES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES

1990

21-26
July

Sponsor Theme & Contact

Conference on computer-assisted language learning
and the use of computers in the humanities (School
of European Languages and 'Literature, Queen
Mary College, L)fLondon, Mile End
Road, London El 4NS, UK)

Venue

Harrogate
UK

1-6 V international conference on the history of linguistics University

September (Dr. A. Ahlqvist, ICHoLs V Organizer, University College
College, Galway, Ireland. Tel. +353 91 24411/2499; Galway
Fax +353 91 25700; Telex 50023 ucg

27-29 German Society Ein Europa - viele sprachen: 21st annual congress Bonn

September for Applied (GAL, Universitat Duisburg, Fachbereich 3: FRG

Linguistics (GAL) Romanistik, Postfach 10 15 03, D-41 Duisburg 1, FRG)

2-4 Association for Terminology & knowledge engineering: 2nd Trier

October Terminology & international congress (Gesellschaft filr FRG

Knowledge Transfer
& Infoterm

Terminologie and Wissenstransfer,
Universtat, D-5500 Trier, FRG)

15-18 Ministry of International conference on language revival in Jerusalem

October Education & honor of the centenary of Modern Hebrew
Culture (Mrs. Riva Peshin, Division for Adult Education,

Ministry of Education and Culture, 20 Mamilla
Street, 91911 Jerusalem, Israel)

19-20 Royal Irish Language teaching at third level: annual research University

October Academy National symposium (The Secretary, Royal Irish Academy of Ulster

Committee for
Modern Language
Studies

National Committee for Modern Language Studies,
(Annual Symposium), Academy House,
19 Dawson Street, Dublin 2.)

Coleraine

2-4 West European The teaching of foreign languages in Europe: Rotterdam

November Modem Language
Association

colloquium (Michel Candelier, Vice-President,
FIPLV, 26 rue Pierre Sdmard, F-75009 Paris, France)

Netherlands

21-25
November

EXPOLINGUA: international fair for languages,
translation and international communication

Frankfurt
FRG

(Mainzer Ausstellungs GmbH, Alexander-Diehl-Strasse 12,
D-6500 Mainz 26, FRG)

1991
12-16 FIPLV Foreign language learning and lifelong education: Pecs

August XVII world congress (P. Basel, National Center for Hungary
Foreign Language Teaching of T.I.T. XI, Bocskai
ut 37, H-1113, Budapest, Hungary)

1993
8-15 AILA Language in a multicultural society: X world congress Amsterdam

August (Dr. Johan Matter, Vakgroep TTW 9A-23, Vrije Universiteit,
Postbus 7161, NL-1007 MC Amsterdam, The Netherlands)

1994
28 March- FIPLV & XVIII world congress (FIPLV Head Office, Seestrasse 247, Hamburg

1 April Fachverband CH-8038 Ziirich, Switzerland) FRG
Moderne
Fremdsprachen
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